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PART I. 

SECTION I DESIGN OF A D.C. AMPLIFIER FOR VERY SHALL CUR..~E~'TS. 

T he amplifier was required to amplify -ourrents from an 

ionization chamber and as the ionization chamber was very small the 

currents encountered ,.,ere of the order of lo-15 amps. 

A. number of methods are available for the detection and measure-

mei1t of small currents, the most obvious and usual method is to use a 

valve, or t'o~o valves, as voltage amplti'iP!'s. These valves are called 
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between grid and cathode (or earth) must be very much greater than 1012 

ohms, otherwise the voltage drop occurs across the glass of the valve rather 

than the given resist.or. It might be asked •rhy have ths calibrated 

resistor at all. There are two reasons:-

(a) the natural resistance between grid and cathode is unkno¥m 

and very difficult to measure; 

(b) this resistance varies as dust or moisture or any other 

contaminating substance settles on the glass~ This last 

objection may be applied to the calibrated resistor as it i~ 

/also ..... 
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also covered in glass, but it is much easier to clean and 

keep clean by covering it with cerasine wax which has a surface 

resistance of the order of lo17 ohms/em and a volume resistance 

of about 1019 ohms. 

The input lead to the grid must also be thoroughly insulated 

from earth otherwise the current from the ionization chamber will just 

leak to earth instead of flowing across the resistor. 

, 
The following are the conditions that must be complied with to 

ensure stable sensitive readings: 

Condi tiona. 

(a) Distance bet\oTeen external contacts of controlled grid and cathode 

of the amplifying valve must be as large as possible. 

(b) Resistance of calibrated resistor kept constant by cleaning 

glass covering with acetone and then absolute alcohol and 

afterwards immersing the whole resistor in clean pure hot 

cerasine wax and then allowing to cool, making sure further 

contamination is kept at a minimum. 

(c) Input lead to control grid made as short as possible and kept 

\ as far aHay from earth as possible~ 
.... 

(d)·~·..- Air surrounding valve, calibrated high resistor, input lead, to 

be as dry as possibleand as little movement as possible .. 

(e) The presence of electro-magnetJ.c disturbances should also be 

( f"~ -J 

taken into account, by shielding the valve plus input connections 

with some magnetic material (usually an iron or steel case). 

Another very important factor which must be taken into account 

is electro-static shielding. The valve, input terminals and 

other associated circuitary must be completely electro-statically 

shielded .• If it is not completely shielded the valve plus 

associated circuitary acts as a charged condenser, for when 

another charged surface (a person 1s hand or body) approaches the 

,lnstrument the potential of the instrument changes and so in 
~~ . .. 
effect causes a change in the current at the input resulting in 

vtild fluctuation;) in current at the output making it impossible 

to use the instrument at all. 

/(g) ..... 
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(g) The container enclosing the valve should be light tight to 

avoid possible photo-electric effect on the control grid, which 

also gives rise to spurious output c1~rent changes. 

(h) The output current detecting device (usually a very sensitive 

galva) should be insulated and shielded from sources of strong 

E.M. radiation, otherwise on humid days part of the current 

arriving at the galva might lea~to earth and different 

readings will be obtained over the day. 

(k) It was later found necessary to evacuate (to fifty microns of. 
j ·, 

~f mercury) th~ container surrounding the input lead and the valve. 

as ionization of the air results when the gamma rays from the.::

source being measured impinge on the surface of the container. 

Thus the container acts as a huge ionization chamber unless 

evacuated. 

/SEOO:ION • ••a 
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SECTION II : cmCUIT CHOSEN. 

Several well known circuits were considered but most of them 

were rejected due to their being too impractical when viewed in the light 

of lack of_ materials and technological knowhow and high expense. So 

finall;y the field was narrowed down to two circuits. 

(a) Circuit used by W .K. Sinclair,. N .G. Trot and E.H. Belcher. 

(see attached photostatted copy). (1) 

(b) Adapted circuit used by L.A. du Bridge and Hart-Brown. 

(see attached photostatted copy of the article). (2) 

After testing circuit (a) for three months the following 

conclusions were reached:-
---· 

(1) The valves used (Victoreen electrometer 5800 valves) were 

unsuitable for the following reasons:-

(i) the distance bet'\<reen the control grid and the cathode 

was very small (less than ~m.) and even allo,.ring for the 

fact that these valves were encased in cerasine wax, the 

resistance between the abovementioned electrodes \faS of 

the order of the calibrated high resistance used (L.e. 

1012 ohms) so that condition (a) of the preceding section* 

was not observed; 

(ii) the circuit described (basically a paraphrase amplifier) 

required both valves to have fairly similar characteristics. 

( ••••••••••••••••••••••• ) • Both valves I characteristics 

were plotted and it was found that the valves supplied had 

very different characteristics (see graph No.1.. As 

these valves are unobtainable in South Africa (being 

manufactured in U.S.A.) in.order to obtain another set 

a considerable delay would have resulted (more than 2 

months) with no guarantee that the new ones would have 

been any better. 

(2) The circuit used is quite a complicated one and on closer 

examination not too reliable as far as instability is concerned. 

Because the cathodes of the valves are directly heated calculations 

/involving ·• ••• 

* Section I. 
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involving filament currents (output current stability is very 

dependent on filament current varying as Ir5) become very 

involved and if the characteristics of the valves are very 

different, trying to compensate for this difference by altering 

one or other of the filament currents cannot be done with the 

circuit in its present form. The circuit was modified to a 

considerable extent and after modification was found to work fairly 

well, but the sensitivity obtained was far below what '.ras 

required so the circuit and valves suggested by the reference 

\iere rejected and a further search~was made 'tor a mor~ suitable 

and more practical amplifier.· -so the ·circuit as descri}?ed in 

(b) was tried,. - ~ 

Circuit (b) 
·-....._ ... 

This circuit has two immediate advantages: 

(i) The distance between the control grid and earth (or cathode 

or any other connection) is very large, approximately 10 ems., 

complying admirably with condition (a) of the previous section. 

(ii) There is only one valve required which simplifies subsequent 

circuitary and the characteristics of the valve are not over 

important. There are two disadvantages. It has a high 

filament current thus requiring a fairly large battery, also 

it is rather bulky. As those two disadvantages were of minor 

importance compared with instability inherent in the prev~ous 

circuit, it was felt that this valve and associated circuitary 

was admirably suited for a small current amplifier. 

/THE CIRCUIT •••• 
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l>/hy and how this circuit works is carefully explained in the 

article by du Bridge and Bro,.,n (2). ( S...Q_e c\,..;.~ ~) 

T he valve used was an FP54 electrometer valve (see data on 

attached photostatted copy or valve characteristics) e 

The instrument was built up in the following way. The container 

encasing the valve was a steel cylinder .3/16th 1 s in. thick and ?!" high 

having internal diameter of three ins. Brass lips were solder~-m.,eated 

-on to both ends of the cylinder e The valve holder was mounted on a brass 

disc i" thick (see photograph No • .3a) and the four connections to the ~~ 

outside were made of specially sealed brass tipped insulators. Two~--

connections for the filaments, one for the plate and one for the space 

charged grid. The control grid being at the top of the valve. 

T his brass disc was attached to the main case by means of 

screws round the periphery and an air tight seal ( 110 11 ring seal) ensured 

a leak-proof joint. 

The top end of the case had a similar brass disc (see photograph 

No. 4a) on to the iniddle of which was a:ttached the stem of the ionization 

chamber also sealed with an 110 11 ring seal. The top disc was attached to 

the case in a similar fashion to the bottom, an nou ring seal \oTas also 

incorporated to provide an air-tight joint-

The ma:r_mer of mounting and encasement of the valve complies with 

all the conditions stated in section I. 

A.ssociated Circuitary. 

One end of the 1012 ohm resistor was attached to the inside 

of the case (i.e. earth) and the other end attached to the top control grid 

of the valve. A short lead connected the central pole of the I .C. to the 

control grid connection. 

The whole instrument including the I.e~ stem could be evacuated 

by a vacuum pump connected to the pipe sealed on to the side of the metal 

case (see photograph No. Ja.J• 

l """"- ~ ' .. 

A cross-sectional view of the instrument is given in diagram 5a. 

·- /I'he •••• 
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The rest of the circuit did not have to comply with the 

conditions stated in Section I so the variable resistors, ammeters, volt 

meters etc. were just mounted on an aluminium stand., 

Operation of the Circuit. 

The operation of the circuit follows a slightly different 

procedure from that adopted by du Bridge and Brown (2), but in principle 

the operation was the same. 

The operation is as followss-

(i) If (filament current) was adjusted (by R5) to approximately ~he 

rated value of the tube (90 ml' .. for this valve)-. ' 

(ii) R1 adjusted so that voltage (measured withv~lve volt meter) · 

between earth and the negative end of the filament was -4 volts 

(this gives the control grid a theoretical bias of -4 volts as 

desired by the characteristics of the tube). 

(iii) R2 adjusted to give plate voltage 6v. and the space charge 

grid voltage was also measured, but as this voltage is governed 

by the fixed res~stors Ra and R2 it could not be altered 

independently of the plate voltage. So Ra was chosen such 

that "then a plate voltage of 6v. was measured the space charge 

grid voltage was approximately the rated voltage, i.e. 

approximately 4. v. 

All these voltages were measured "'•r .t. negative end of the 

filament (cathode). 

(iv) Using an insensitive galvo (sensitivity approximately 1Qr3 amps 

per mm.), Ir was slowly varied by changing R5 in such a 

direction that the galvo deflection decreased. The galvo 

reading was found to pass through a fairly sharp minimum. R0 

was then adjusted to bring the galvo reading back to zero, i.e~ 

no current passing through the galvo\!} 

(v) A very sensitive galvo (sensitivity approximately lo-7 amps per 

mm.) then replaced the original galvo and the circuit allov1ed 

to settle down (for at least 15 minutes) before further adjust

ments were made. The same procedure as in (iv) ,.,as adopted, 

but with much more care as the controls were nO'..t much more 

sensitive. 
/If .... 
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If the above procedure is not adopted a great deal of time can 

be wasted by trying to find the minimum with the sensitive galvo .. 

As the value of Ir at the minimum differed by less than 3% from 

the rated value of the tube it was not necessary to alter R
2

• 

(vi) Finally the place, space charge grid and control grid bias 

voltages were checked again and differed by only small amounts 

from their rated values. 

Once the circuit is in operation adjustment of R~ (the fine 
. 

zero ·adjustment) is sufficient to bring the galvo reading back 

-, to zero, or alternatively the galvo scale can be adjusted to zero. 

N .B. Befol~e readings are to be taken it was found advisable to have the 

vale correctly adjusted as outlined above, the vacuum pump working 

(H·ith a moisture trap attached. This moisture trap is absolutely 

necessary if a vac~qm of 50 microns is to be attained). It should 

then be left for at least 12 hours before using. 

Testing of the Electronic Part of the ~u2aratus. 
The following circuit was set up outside the container:-

TO biAS 

The idea of this auxi11iary testing circuit was to apply a 

potential of the order of that encountered when the ionization chamber 

is connected. As can he seen in the diagram a potential is applied 

directly between the control grid ano earth (or bias). The potential 

was altered by means of the 5K varlable resistor. Thus the sensitivity 

figure could be obtained for an artificial signal, i.e. deflection in mm. 

per millivolt applied., 

The 1012 resistor was connected from th-e top of the 1 l'1EG and 

the grid and the procedure for the previous system repeated, this time 

with the valves working in the screened earth container. The following 

/circuit ..... .. 
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circuit was used:-
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The sensitivity did not materially differ from the previous 

readings although noH the circuit is much more sensitive and the galvo 
. 

-:;--

readings take a considerably longer time due to the increased time constant 

of tbe grid circuit. This test is to prove that the valve will operate 

t..rith a higher value resistor in the grid, i.e. a grid current is not of 

such a level as to cause unstable reading. 

After the ionization chamber was vrorking under norrnal operating 

conditions, the sensitivity vras checked again., The potential across 

the ionization chamber, i.e. 150 volts from the battery, was disconnected 

and an.accurately kno\m voltage from a Tinsely Potentiometer Has applied 

-· 
between the central terminal of the ionization chamber (l-lhich is connected 

directly to the control grid of the valve) and the outside of the metal 

container (earth). The potential ,,ras varied each time, being checked 

against the standard Weston cell, and the galvo deflection noted. The 

following figures were obtainecl:- (SEE CALCULATIONS l 0( J 
cwwt ~ ~~) 

/!!ART .,. .... "' 
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PP.RT II 

THE ROENTGEN. 

SECTION III EX PQSURE DOSE OF X- OR GAi•F·JA-;RADIATION AT A CERtAIN PI,f.CE 

IS A HEA.SDRE OF THE RADIATION THJl..T IS BAS_ED UPON ITS 

ABILITY TO PRODUCE IONIZ.~TIOlJ,. 

THE UNIT OF EX POSURE DOSE OF X- OR GAJ-llv!A-RADIAT ION IS THE 

ROENTGEN (R),. 

ONE RO ENTGEN I;3 JiN EX POSURE DOSE OF X- OR GA:t-1ivJA-RADIATION 

SUCH THAT THE ASSOCIATED CORPUSCUUR EHISSION PER 0.001293 
l;)~~ ro 

GM OF AIR"IOUS CARRYING ONE ELECTROSTATIC UNIT OF QUANTITY OF 
7 -

ELECTRICITY OF Ef!:HER SIGN .. 

Fieure (lb) shows schematically an x-ray beam passing through 

air. Situated in the air are two metal plates joined together by a battery 

and a sensitive galvanometer capable of measuring a small electrical current. 

wnen the x-rays pass th~ough the air, photoelectrons, Compton recoil 

electxons or electron pairs are set in motion. These high speed electrons 

or corpuscles, as they are sometimes called, produce ionization along their 

tracks, that is, in passing through the air they remove the outer electrons 

of the atoms giving rise to positive and negative charges. If left to 

themselves, these positive and negative charges would recombine. Hovrever, 

because of the electric field procluced by the battery the positive charges 

will be repelled from the positive plate and will be attracted to the 

negative plate. Thus, positive charges will be made to travel upv1ard in 

the diagram, and in the same way negative charges \vill be pulled tovrard 

the lovrer plate. Thus, the ions which have been produceCl. by the radiation 

may be collected by the battery and the collection of these charges vdll 

appear as a current through the galvanometer. The corpuscular emission 

mentioned in the definition of the roentgen refers to these high speed 

photoelectrons, recoil electrons and electron pairs. The quantity of 

electricity of one electrostatic unit refers to a specific charge of 

electricity. 

Since the mass of 1 cm3 of dry air at normal temperature and 

pressure (760 mm of mercury pressure and ooc.) is 0.001293 gm, the 

'/definition ..... 
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definitien ef the reentgen can be censidered as referring te the ienizatien 

preduced per cm3 ef air. Te measure a dese in reentgens, a knewn mass ef 

air must be segregated and the ienizatien in this air measured. 

be dene in a standard ienizatien chamber. 

This can 

Tne Standard Ienizatien Chamber. 

A standard ienizatien chamber is represented schematically in 

Figure (2b}. X-rays frem the fecal spet ef an :x,..ray tube are limited 

by the circular diaphragm D ef area A and enter the ienizatien chamber. 

Cerpuscular radiatien will eriginate ever.ywhere within the cene FQR but 

will net be cenfined te this cene. Seme ef the cerpuscles will be 

prejected ferward frem their peint ef erigin, and seme at right angles te 

the beam. Thus iens will be preduced in a much larger velume than that 

represented by the cene FQR. This regien will extend frem the velume 

FQR. for a distance R in aJ..1/directiens where R is the maximum range ef the 

cerpuscles at right angles te the beam. Typical tracks are shewn in the 

insert te Figure (2b). 

The iens are collected b,y two metal plates placed parallel te 

the :x,..ray beam and at a distance greater than R frem the cene FQR. The 

lewer plate is made up ef three sectiens with the euter twe gr•unded and 

the middle ene c•nnected te a charge measuring electremeter. The upper 

plate is raised te a negative petential V. The upper plate will attract 

pesitive charges and negative charges will be driven en tethe lewer 

plates and the sensitive central plate. The directions in which the 

iens will meve is represented by the detted electric lines ef ferce. 

In the central regi•n the lines ef ferce are straight lines so that all 

the negative ions preduced between the planes X and Y will be c~llected 

by the electremeter. 

Hewever, all th~ens preduced between X and Y will net arise 

frem cerpuscular radiatien eriginating in the velume ~H. Seme 

OORPUSGULAR RADIATION eriginating in frent ef X (tracks 11 a11
) will produce 

iens between X and Y, and similarly TRACKS "bu eriginating between X and 

y will preduce seme ef their iens beyend plane Y. In general, the 

number of iens which are lest through tracks "b11 will equal the number 

/which ••••• 
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which are gained through tracks 11 a11 • Because of this equilibrium, we 

can consider that all the ions collected between the planes X and y 

actually were produced by corpuscular radiation originating in the volume 

EFGH. We can thus segregate a known mass of air and measure the 

ionization produced by corpuscular radiation originating in it. 

Since the x-ray beam always originates from a focal spot with 

finite area the edges of the cone FQR are diffuse in nature. Hence 

the accurate valuation of the volume EFGH is difficult te carry out. 

As a result the exposure dose received at the point P cannot easily be 

obtained. In practice it is more convenient to determine the exposure 

dose received by P1 at the front surface of the limiting diaphragm. we 

take as the volume AxL, where A is the area ef the front diaphragm and 

Lis the length of the sensitive plate (XY). This volume is illustrated 

ef area A. The volume AxL can be accurately obtained from the 

dimensions of the standard chamber. 

The exposure dose in roentgens at P1 may now be determined by 

recording the charge Q in esu collected by the lewer plate in a given 

time and dividing by the volume AxL. However, the accurate realization 

of the roentgen requires considerable care and the correction for a 

number of effects. It is not necessary to enumerate these corrections 

as all that is required is the fundamental principle of the standard 

ionization chamber which can then be applied to a th~mble chamber. 

Precautiens in the Use of the Standard Air Chamber. 

Geometric Considerations. 

If the plates of the chamber are closer to the volume EFGH than 

the maximum range R of the corpuscles, a corpuscle could strike the plate 

before it had expended all its energy and produced its full quota of 

ions. Under these circumstances the charge collected would be too small. 

By the same argument the sensitive volume EFGH must be placed so that 

P1P is at least equal to the range of corpuscle in the forward direction. 

If this condition is not satisfied more ions will be lost through tracks 

/"b" .... 
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"b" than are gained through tracks "a". 

When the same number of electrons are set in motion in a given 

volume as come to rest in the same volume, we say that electronic 

equilibrium has been attained. This condition must be satisfied in the 

standard air chamber. The air distance at N.T.P. for this electronic 

equilibrium are given in the second column of Table (~Jl) for a number 

ef XI-ray tube potentials. For 200 kv, some 9 am of air are required 

betwe~n the front diaphragm and the collection volume. At 500 kv the 

electrons which are set in motion are much more energetic and a much 

greater distance is required (about 40 em). As the energy is further 

increased, the dimensions go up very rapidly and the standard air chamber 

becomes excessively large. 

Saturation. 

In the region between the plates of Figure (2b) there is a 

concentration of positive and negative ions which will tend to recombine 

unless they are quickly separated by the electric field. To illustrate 

this, two parallel plates one em apart were placed in an x,.ray beam and 

the current measured as the voltage between the plates was varied from 

0 to .360 volts. The results are shown in Figure(.3b) for three different 

exposure dose rates. For an exposure dose rate of 50r/min. it is seen 

that practically all the ions are collected when .300 volts is applied 

between the plates. Under these circumstances we say that the saturation 

current is collected. When the exposure dose rate is increased to 

200 r/min. there will be four times as many ions produced per minute, 

hence a greater concentration of ions and a greater chance for their 

recombination. For this concentration of ions, saturation is not 

attained with .300 volts across the chamber. 

The velocity of th~on depends upon the electric field between 

the plates. This electric field is usually measured in volts per em 

and is obtained by dividing the potential difference between the plates 

by the distance bet1rreen them. In our exampl.e, with plates 1 em apart, 

a potential difference of .300 volts corresponds to an electric field of 

.300 volts/em. In using the standard air chamber, great care is taken to 

/ensure • • • • 
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ensure 100 percent. collection of ions. For most standard air chambers, 

electric fields of about 250 volts per em. are satisf~ctory. 

. . , 
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SECTION IV : EFFICIENCY OF ION COLLECTION. 

In discussing the standard ionization chamber it was emphasized 

that sufficient voltage must be applied to the chamber to collect all 

the ions. 

chambers. 

This same principle, of course, applies to al#types of ion 

In some cases, complete collection of the ions may net be 

feasible and under these circu@stances it is advantageous to be able to 

estimate the fraction of the saturation current which is collected. 

Methods for estimating this have been developed by Boag. (1) 

In an ion chamber positive ions move towards the negative 

electrode and negative ions in the opposite direction with a velocity 

proportional tgthe electric field. The velocity of a positive ion in air 

under the influence of a field of 1 volt per em. is about 1.8 em/sec. 

With 200 volts across a parallel plate chamber with a plate separation 

of 2.0 em, the electric field is 200/2 = 100 volts/em. and an ion would" 

move about 180 em/sec. The time taken for an ion to .cross the gap of 

2 em. will be about 2/180 = 0.01 sec. During this time thciien has a 

finite probability of bumping into a negative ion to become neutral. 

Once the ions combine, they can no longer be collected and so will be 

lost to the measuring circuit. The collection efficiency, defined as 

the ratio of the number collected to the number produced, may be estimated 

with fair precision for a parallel plate chamber and the results obtained 

by Boag are shown in Figure (4b) for conditions of continuous radiation 

and for pulsed radiation. 

Continuous Radiation. 

For continuous radiation the collection efficiency in air 

depends upon the quantity U0 where 

2 uc = 15.9 d 
v 

In this expression d is the separation between the plates in em, V is 

the potential between the plates in volts and q the ioni3tion intensity 

in esu/cm3/sec. Since for an air wall material 1 roentgen is equal to 

1 esu/cm3 we may consider that q is equal to the exposure dose rate in 

roentgens/sec. 

in Figure (4b) • 

The collection efficiency is shown as a function of U 
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Cylindric~l and Spherical Chamber§• 

Host practical ionization chambers are either cylindrical or 

spherical in form. In these chambers the electrical field varies with 

the distance from the central electrode and the calculations are more 

complicat-ed. In a cylindrical chamber the quantity of importance is 

the ratio of the radius of the shell 11a 11 to the radius of t.he inner electrode 

11btt o The equivalent gap length is Kcyl (a-b) where Kcyl is given on the 

left hand scale of the insert to Figure (4b). For a spherical chamber 

vlith a spherical central electrode, the equivalent gap length is Ksph (a-b) 

vrhere Ksph is given on the right hand scalee 

Efficiency of Ion Collection. 

The chamber· used in this thesis had the following dimensions and 

voltages applied: 

Diameter = 2.0 em. 

Diameter of central electrode = 0.05 em. 

V oltage applied = 170 volts. 

Average dose in milli roentgen/mn = 0.8 ~\-\ ~' 

ratio of a/b = 

Using the formula -

1.0 
0:05 

Uc: 15.9 x d2 xJ9 

= 20 

d = equivalent gap length = 1.3 (from the graph). 
~·~ ~ 

q = dose rate in roentgen/ sec~ ./ 

v ::: 170 volts, 

So Uc 

= .006C17. 

. 
·-. : .... "' 

,, 

..... -

I • • 

From the graph (Fig. 4b) it can be seen that the collection 

efficiency is 100%. 

The voltage applied is rather high but rather too high a voltage 

than too low"' 

Also as the number of ions formed by this very l0\-1 dose rate are 
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fevr in number the chances of their recombin~ng is negligible. Recombination 

only becomes a problem when the dose rates are high, i.e. a large number 

of ions are produced. 

/SECTION V • ... 
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SECTION V : THD1BLE CHAMBER§ • 

The theory of the ionization chamber arises more or less directly 

from the definition of the roentgen, which is as follGwsl 

The roentgen is the quantity of x or £( radiation that the associated 

corpuscular emission per .00129.3 gm. of air produces in air, ions carrying 

1 esu. of electricity of either sign. 

So we require an instrument that will isolate a certain quantity af 

air and measure the amount of ionization that has taken place in that air 

when it has been subject to a certain quantity of radiation. 

Consider a cube of air isolated from the surrounding air. 

This air is bathed with x or 1( radiation. 

In general. 

The number of ions produced INSIDE the cube. 

By corpuscles INSIDE the cube 

Will be equal to the number of iona produced INSIDE the cube. 

By corpuscles OUTSIDE the cube. 

We may consider that all the ions produced INSIDE the cube were produced 

by corpuscles originating there and that they expended all the energy INSIDE 

the cube. This would only be true if the air around the cube extended a 

distance greater than or equal to the range (maximum) of the corpuscles. .... -- If now all this-·.uair 11 were condensed into an air-wall, conditions would ---
be unchanged; -so -the ionization chamber used in this thesis was based on 

this theory • 
-

: .The ionization chamber consisted of a hollow cylindrical block of 

"electron metal" which screwed onto a polythene insulator through which 

passed an aluminium electrode covered with a thin layer of this same 

electron metal (see diagram in photostated copy of article in B.G.R. Oct. 1954 

and photograph 6b). Thus a given volume of air has been isolated and the 

charge liberated by the corpuscles collected, so fulfilling the definition 

of the roentgen. 

Tbe Composition of the Electron Met1l• 

The behaviour of different materials to x-rays depends on the 

atomic number of its constituents and not on the chemical composition of 

/these •••• 
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these constituents. 

Mayneord (3) has defined the effective atomic number of a compound 

Z as follows: 

where a1, a
2
, a

3
, etc. are the fractional contents of electrons belonging 

to elements z1, z2, z
3 
respective~. From this definition Zair = 7.64. 

The size of the aluminium electrode and the amount of carbon was 

adjusted by the manufacturers so that the chamber behaved like an air wall 

chamber. (This was later checked by me - see calculations involving K 

factors). 

Calculation of Z = 7.99. 
The composition of air by weight is 75.5% nitrogen, 23·2% oxygen 

and 1.3% argon. These materials have atomic weights 14.01, 16,00 and 39.4 

and atomic numbers 7, 8 and 18. 

1 gm. air contains 0.755 gm. nitrogen, 0.232 gm. oxygen and 0.013 

gm. argon. 
. 23 

Number atoms nitrogen in 1 gm. air 6.025 x 10 x 0.752 

Number electrons belonging to nitrogen in ~ gm air = 
6.025 X 1023 

X 0.232 8 = ·. 2e273 X 10~3 " 
14.01 

... ' 

Number electrons belonging to oxygen in 1 gm. air = . ~ . 
6 1023 8 ~ . . . 69 1'023 ,Q22_x X 0,232 = 0, 9 X 

16.00 

Number electrons belonging to argon in 1 gm. air = 
6.025 X 1023 

X 0.013 18 : .035 X 1023 

39·94 

Total number electrons per gm~~ 

"-'·-

., 

'\_ 

Fractional contents uan of electrons belonging to each element can 

now be calculated as well as aZ294: 

/Fractional •••• 
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-
Fractional content nau z294 az294 

Nitrogen 2.4Zl = 0.756 306 231.5 
3·007 

Oxygen 0 .699 = 0·232 452 105.0 
3·007 

Argon 0.03~ = 0.0116 4900 57.5 
3·007 

Total 394·0 

·'· 

In the standard ionization chamber a thickness of air on all sides 

of the sensitive volume equal to or greater than the range of the electrons 

was required. In the carbon chamber used in an exactly similar way the 

air-wall must be thicker than the maximum range of the corpuscles. 

Figure (7b) shows the variation of response of a carbon chamber 

with wall thickness {measured in em. of carbon). The chamber was exposed 

to radium gamma rays. From the graph it is seen that as the chamber wall 

is increased the response rises to a maximum when the equilibrium wall 

is attained and then falls slowly. This concept of equilibrium- wall has 

a connection with phenomena known as electronic equilibrium which will be 

discussed later. The reduction in response for thick chamber walls is 

due to the absorption in the walls themselves in exactly the same way 

as in the standard ionization chamber when appreciable absorption took 
..... 

place betw~;n the limiting diaphragm and the sensitive volume. It is seen 

that for radium- gamma rays the9:1uilibrium wall is about 3 mm. of carpon. 
' , ' ¥ 

'-, 

_In general p~actice the thimble chamber is always calibrated against 
. . ~ 

the standard chamber at several qualities of radiation. But the ionization 

chamber used in this thesis was not required to measure exposure dose at 

all but was used to compare radioactive isotope source strengths with 

radium as the standard, so a direct calibration in roentgens was not 

necessary. 
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SECTION VI FURTHER IONIZATION CHAHBER THEORY., 

THF. BRAGQ-GRAY '.· THEORY • 

In figure (Sb) is shown a solid medium traversed by a beam of 

photons. The photons ineract with the electrons of the medium and these 

electrons are set in motion. Some of these electron tracks are shown in 

the diagram~ Suppose now a Sl~LL G~-FIL1ED cavity is pJ~ced in the 

medium. Ionization will be produced in the cavity. The Bragg-Gray 

formula relates the IONIZATION PRODUCED IN THE CAVITY to the Et\TERGY .@SORBED 

IN THE HED IDivf. 

The concept may be treated in an elementary manner as follows; 

Suppose the cavity is so small that its introduction into the 

medium does not alter the number or distribution of the electrons which 

pass through the medium .. 

Suppose the cavity contains 1 gm. of gas. Then let Em ~ energy 

imparted to unit mass of the medium by the electrons (IIJ.Uits ergs/gm of 

medium). 

Let Jg • ionization produced in the gas cavity by these electrons. 

Let W • average energy required to form 1 ion pair. 

Let Eg = energy imparted to 1 gm of the gas (units ~rgs/gm of 

gas). 

Suppose y electrons cross the cavity. and they form Jg ion pairs. 

Each ion pair requires an energy of W ~rgs,_ for formation. c 

So y electrons crossing the cavity lose Jg x 1>/ ergs, i.ee 

the gas gains Jg x H ergs. 

Therefore from the definition : Eg = Jg x W. 

It is usual to denote the ratio Em/Eg by the symbol-' or Sg thus, 

( i ) 
Energy imparted to unit muss 

__ electrons flux. 
Energy imparted to unit mass 

same electron flux. 

of medium by the 

of Bas by the 

-

This quantity sm is called the mass stopping povrer ratio and is the ratio of 

the stopping pot·Ter per unit mass of the medium, m, to unit mass of the gas, 

g. The sub and superscripts thus refer to the gas, g, and the medium m. 

Sg depends upon the energy of the electrons, the nature of the medium and 

/the ••••• 
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the nature of the gas. 

From the above we may now write -

E = sm X E m g g 

FORMUL.I\ 1. 

This is the famous Bragg-Gray formula which enables one to calculate 

the energy absorption Em from the ionization Jg produced in a small gas
m filled cavity in the medium if Sg and \olg are known. 

Air Filled Cavity. 

The Bragg-Gray formula given by (1) applies to any gas and any 

medium. In most cases the gas within the cavity will be air. 1-lhen 

this is the case we may simplify equation (1) by substituting actual values 

for some of the constants. 

W, the energy absorbed per ion p~ir, is almost constant for all 

electron energies and probably lies between 33 and 35 ev per ion pair for 

air. In the following calculation a value of 34 ev will be used. 

i{ = 34 ev 'air ion pair 

-12 ;:: 34 X 1.602 X 10 ergs 
-12 = 54o4 X 10 __£rgs 

ion pair ion pair. 

It is usual to measure the ionization in esu per unit volume of gas. 

Suppose that a charge Q esu is collected in a Bragg-Gray cavity vri th a 

volume of V cm3 with the air at normal temperature and pressu1•e (NTF), then 

_ _,_ 0 esu Q. ion )air§ 
ionization per unit volume = Vcffi'J : V X 2.082 X 109 em 

Now air at !ITP has a density of 0.00129 3 gm/cm3, hence, ' ! ' 

... . . \' 
ion pairs per unit mass air J~ir =~ 

v 
x 2.082 x 109 ion Pairs 

0.001293 gm 

FORl•IDL! 3. 

Now substituting (2) and (3) in equation (1) we find energy 

absorbed per gm of medium: 

- m -12 ergs x Q.. x 2.082 x 109 
Am = Sair X 54.4 X 10 

ion pair V 0.001293 
ion pairs 

gm. 

x .Q. .rads. 
v 

FORHUL.~ 

where the conversion from ergs/gm to rads is made using the _definition of 

the rad as 100 ergs/gms 

/Equation ••••• 

'> 
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Equation (4) may be used O.irectly to calculate energy absorbed 

if the stopping po'.·Jer ratio is known (see next St:!Ction) o Suppose, for 

example, that the charee per unit volume Q/v for the air filled cavity 

of Fieure (8b) ,.,as measured then equa.tion (4) eives immediately the 

energy absorbed in the medium surrounding the cavity. 

Extended Nedium of~. 

Suppose the medium of Figure (8b) is air or air equivalent. Then 

from the definition of the roentgen Q/V of equation (4) will be the 

exposure dose in roentgens and the stopping po,.rer ratio s:ir vrill be 1 .. 00 

since the medium and the air are identical. 

If we let Dair stand for the absorbed dose in an extended medium 

of air under equilibrium conditions exposed to r roentgens then -

D . = o.f!r17 x r rads = S7 .7 x r ergs/gm. 
all' 

The number 87 .. 7 has often appeared as 83, 85 or some figure near 

this value. The value depends upon the choice of vl. W Hill be tken 

as 34 ev/ion pair yielding a value of 87.7 as the conversion factor from 

roentgens to rads in air .. THUS, AN EXPOSURE DOSE 0[_1 ROEnTGEN CORRESPONDS 

TO .. ;fJ11 ABSORBED DOSE OF 0.877 RAPS IN AID OR 87,7. ERGSfGJ'1. 

' 

-· -
. ~ , . 

J 
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SECTIOI~ VII : STOPPING POiiER RATIO (S) 

The stopping poVIer ratio is difficult to evaluate precisely. 

If, however, the medium and the gas have nearly the same atomic com-

position S is nearly 1 and what is more it does not vary ereatly 'vith 

energye The energy loss of an electron of kinetic energy.T produced by 

an electron in an atom of atomic number Z is given by the Bethe-Bloch 

formula. By evaluating this energy loss in the medium and the gas the 

ratio of these two energy losses may be obtained. They are given in 

Table lb (photostatted copy of table from Johns ( 5) ) • 

The stopping povrer per gm of lovi atomic number material is greater 

than that of high atomic number material for two reasons. In the first 

place, lo'..r Z materials have more electrons per gm. In the second place, 

all electrons in low Z materials are essentially free and can take p~rt 

in the stopping process while in high Z materials, some are bound too 

tightly to take part in the process. The values in Table (lb) are 

relative to air so those materials with an effective Z less than air have 

a stopping poHer ratio greater than 1.0 and those with Z greater than air 

a ratio less than 1 .. 0. For materials similar to air such as ca1•bon, 

nitrogen and oxygen the ratio is close to 1.00 and the variation with energy 

is small. 

Polarization Effect. 

The Bethe-Bloch formula takes no account of the effect of the 

density of the atoms in the material on the stopping power (~. Thus, 

1 gm of water or 1 gm of steam should according to the Bethe-Bloch 

formula proclq.ce the same stopping povrer e Sternheime('las shown that 

this is not the ce.se and that j_n a condensed medium the atoms close to 

the electron track sh~ those remote from the track and produce a reduction 

in the stopping power~ This effect becomes appreciable at energies above 

It is very similar in concept to the screening effect in p ·:air 

:p.t.oduction..·, }!hen this densHy or polarization effect, as it is called, 

is taken into account, the values given in the last three columns of 

Table ( lb) are obtained. For energies less than 1.0 Eev the effect is 

/negligible •••• 
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negligible and t.he t\-TO sets of values are the same but at 10 Mev in carbon 

the density effect is about 10% and the stopping povrer ratio is reduced 

from 1.016 to 0.898. The tissue column of Table (lb) was calculated 

using a tissue composed of lJ% carbon and 87% water by weieht~ 

Average Stopping Po11er Ratio (S) 

The data of Table (lb) cannot be used directly in the Bragg-Gray 

. formula unless \-Te can d-ecide at which energy we should evaluate the 

stopping pouer ratio. Cop.sidei_' _first that all the electrons of Figure 

(8b) have the sam~ }nitial en_ergy E0 .to 0. The energy which should be 

used. to determine the_ stopping pO\ver must correspond to some average value ,.,.. 
---""" 

:between 0 and E0 • To obtain this, the values given in Table (lb) were 

....... averaged and are recorded in Table (2b). 

Consider, for example, the value 1.034 in the table for carbon 

for an energy of 0.10. This is the average of all the values of Table 

(lb) for energies from 0 to 0.10 Nev. This value will then be close to 

the value for 0.10/2 or 0.05 Mev found in Table (lb) which is 1.032. Thus, 

if all the electrons in the medium are set in motion with an energy E0 , the 

stopping power value to be used is the one given in Table (2b) for that 

energy E0 and will be approximately equal to the value given in Table (lb) 

for energy Eof2• 

l'1ethods of Obtainin~ the Average Stopping Power Ratio t.o be used in the 
Bragg-Gray Formulae 

The precise determination of the average stopping poHer is very 

difficult. It requires a knowledge of the spectrum of the electron flux 

in the medium. But this will be difficult to determine for each electron 

in slowing down can set in motion other electrons or delta rays. Thus, 

each electron with initial energy E0 will give rise to electrons with all 

energies less than E0 • To this complexity must be added the fact t'P.at 

the monoenergetic photons give rise to a complete electron spectrum. As 

a final complexity it is usually necessary to deal with a complete photon 

spectrum. The determination of the correct average stopping po1.,rer is 

very difficult, so the following approxirrdte methods are used. 

(a) Determine the mean photon energy hn in the spectrum by taking 

I ;the ..... 
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the equivalent kilovoltage. For most x-ray beams with 

moderate filtration this will be about 40% of the peak voltage 

applied to the x-ray tube. 

(b) Having obtained the mean photon energy the mean energy of the 

recoil electrons E as E = hn (oyll') is determined. Having 

calculated the mean electron energy E we may noH assume that all 

the electrons set in motion have this energy. This for mula may 

not be used if photoelectric and pair processes contribute much 

of the energy absorption. 

(c) Using the mean electron eneJ•gy E the mean stopping pO'IrJer ratio 

Sm is obtained from Table (2b). 1:\n alternative which will give 

nearly the same value is to 'Dcate a stopping po'lrrer ratio f:rom 

Table (lb) corresponding to an electron energy of LfO to 50% of 

E. 

Validity of Bragg-Gray Formula• 

The Bragg-Gray relation rests upon the assumption that the intro-

duction of the cavj_ty into the medium does not alter the electron flux 

in the medium. This will be the case if the following conditions are 

satisfied. 

(a) The cavity has dimensions so small that the ionizing particles 

~ lose only a very small fraction of their energy in crossing the ... 
cavitye This means that if they enter the cavity almost all 

of them will cross it. 

(bj Very few photons interact directly with electrons inside the 

cavity and almost all'the particles which are set in motion in 

the cavity arise from interactions in the medium~ This feature 

is important as it is not generally realised that the ionization in 

a cavity is primarily due to corpuscles produced in the walls and 

that Very little ionization results from direct interaction bet'lrTeen 

the photons and the gas in the cavity. 

(c) The rate at which energy is absorbed is essentially constant 

over a distance in the medium equal to the dimensions of the 

cavity. This means the source of radiation must be far enough 

from the cavity so that the inverse square law does not introduce 

/large ••• ~ 
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large changes in intensity over the dimensions of the cavity. 

(d) \~hen the cavity is used to measure exposure dose in roentgens, 

it must be surrounded by enough wall material so that only electrons 

produced in the medium may enter the cavity. In Section V it 

was seen that an equilibrium wall was required around the ion 

chamber. This is the same condition and means that a wall 

thickness equal or greater than the range of the electrons.is 

necessary~ If the cavity satisfies all these conditions it is 

called a Bragg-Gray cavity. For low energy photons and resulting 

low energy electrons the cavity must be small, while for h~gh 
• • . ' t f ' • ' "!' 

' . ( . 
energy electrons or photons it may be much larger • . . 
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SECTION VIII : ELECTRONIC EOUILIB~. 

Consider diagram (9b). 

This illustrates what happens when a beam of x-rays impinge upon 

a medium. 

ideal case). 

Now in this case there is not attenuation 
~ 

Photons on striking the medium give "to 

of the beam (the 

electron tracks 

·which cause ionization along the tracks. For purposes of the argument it 

is assumed that there is a constant ionization density along the track (this 

is very nearly true in practice). 

In the diagram each track crossing a section gives rise to 5 units 

of ionization • The length of the tracks are equivale.nt to the range R. 

If a track ends in the middle of a section the ionization is 

proportioned to the length of the track in the section, i.e. if it ends 

in the middle 2·5 units of ionization arise, · 

As the:re is no a.tten~ation of the beam each section eives rise to 

5 electron tracks of length R. 

Now the total ionization due to tracks originating in Section A is 

5 tracks x 12 units of ionization= 60 units. 

Consider the ionization arising in Section c. 

5 units due to track arising in B. 

2 units due to track arisine in A. 
_,..· 

5 units due to track art sing in c. 

There are 5 such sets. So total ionization produc~ equal to 
- .I 

60 units e In this situation the roentgen has meaning since_an iqnization 
., 

can be collected which is identical with that produced by the electrons 

which were set in motion by the radiation. Since there is no attenuation, 

the ex posure dose will appear as a straieht line parallel to the axis. 

(see diagram 9bj. 

The absorbed dose on the other band is proportioned to the 

ionization produced in each of the sections A to G. It is readily seen 

that this will start at zero and reach its maximum value at depth R. 

The portion of the medium from the surface to depth R is called the build-

up region, and the portion beyond this, the region of electronic equilibrium. 

/In .... 
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In the region of electronic equilibrium as many electrons stop in any 

volume as are set in motion and this results when the electrons are 

produced uniformly in a region at least equal in dimensions to the range 

R of the electronse 

Consider diaeram (lOb). 

This illustrates wha.t happens vJhAn electronic equilibrium is not 

attained. 
I. 

Here it has been assumed that the primary radiation has been 
f 

attenuated exponentially with a reduction of 5% in the distance between 

A e.nd B, B and. c, etc. Suppose the radiation gives rise to 100 electronie 

tracks in section A, 95 electronie tracks in section B, 90 electronic 

tracks in section C, 86 electron~ tracks in section D, etc. 

Once aeain each track across a section gives rise to 5 units of 

ionization, and where it projects a short way into a section 2 units. 

In the diagram only the last 20 tracks are seen as it would have 

been very tedious to draw in lCO and the other 30 are not diae;ramatically 

neces~ary. 

Total ionization due to tracks originating in A 

lCC x 12 = 1, 2CO units. 

Consider section C -

Total . . .... . 
~on~za~.~~on 

p t~X 2 ( due to. tracks arising in A.) 

90 X 
... I due to tracks arising in B) :? \ 

86 X 5 I due to tracks arising in c) \. 

total 1,~0 units of ionization~ 

Thus the ionization in C is less. than the full ionization produced . 

by all tracks starting in A. Under thAse circumstances the roentgen 

cannot be defined for there is no raethod of collecting an ionization 

equivalent to all the :ions produced by the corpuscular radia.t:ton which was 

set in motion. The exposure dose, if it could be measured, would appear 

as the slopine; dotted line which falls exponentially. On the other hand, 

the absorbed dose will still increase as it did above from zero to a 

maximum value which it attains at what is called the equilibrium thickness. 

This equilibrium thickness will be somewhat le~s than R because fewer 

tracks are set in motion in each successive square belm.,r the surface .. 

/Beyond •••• 
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Beyond the equilibrium thickness the absorbed dose curve will fall 

exponentially in the same way as the exposure dose curve. Now in Figure 

(lOb) although an equilibrium position exists, electronic equilibrium 

is never established for at no place in the medium are as many electrons 

set in motion as are brought to rest. 

The diagrams are schematic and greatly over-simplified for a 

spectrum of electrons of ill energies from zero to some maximum value 

are always set in motion and what is more, these are projected in many 

different directions. Thus, in practice the range R to be considered is 

some mean range which cannot be described exactly o For electronic 

equilibrium to exist, the attenuation of the primary beam must be negligible 

in a distance equal to this mean ra.11ge R o 

calculations are presented in Table (Jb). 

To illustrate this point, some 

In column 2 is tabulated the 

mean energy of the electrons which are set in motion in air by photons 

with energies given in the first column. In the region from O.J.J. to 2 

Hev the mean energy is Rn cr~~-/ 0"' In the rest of the table the relative 

numbers of electron pairs an& Compton electrons were first computed and 

the mean energy of each determined. These were then combined in the 

correct proportions to give the mean energy. OVer most of the table the 

mean energy is about half the photon energy. The third column gives 

. . ' •. . .:1 2 the range of electrons ~n~a~r expressea ~n:gm1 cm • This range increases 

continually with increase in energy. At · 3 Mev the range is J_ .07 gm/cm2 

or about 770 em of air;..,. The fourth column gives the total absorption 

coefficient in air ·expressed in cm?-/gm •. : This fa)ll? .rapic1ly in the region 

0.1 to 1.0 Hev and then falls more slowly and finally becomes nearly 

constant above 10 Hev. The last column gives the percent. attenuation 

of the primary photons in a distance equal to the mean range. 

For true electronic equilibrium to exist, the percent. attenuation 

of the primary in the range R should be very small. This is certainly 

the case from 0.1 to o. 5 Hev but at higher energies this attenuation 

becomes increasingly large. FOR THIS RE.Il.SON THE ROENTGEH IS Nar USED P.S 

A ·uNrr. OF EXPOSURE DOSE FO~ENERGIES GREATER THAN .3 NEll. 

The definition of the roentgen leads to difficulties because as 

the photon energy is increased the absorption coefficient does not 
t 1 decrease •••• 
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decrease as the electron ranges increa::;e. For example, at 100 Hev the 

mean electron energy is 51.6 Mev. and this electron can travel 25 em in 

unit density material.. The 100 Hev photon has a mean range of 61 em 

(1/ - 1/0.0164:::. 61) e Thus, at very high energies the corpuscles 

which are set in motion have nearly the same range as the photons. 
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In the last section it was seen that electronic equilibrium is not 

attained at points ,near a tissue air-interface or at any point in a medium 

exposed to radiatiqn of energy greater than 3 Hev., The same ap9lies near 

a bone-soft tissue interface for exactly the same reason as E~.t an air-

tiAsue interface. Exposure dose cannot be measured 'i.l.¢~z.~,any of these 

situations but an absorbed dose may be measured by placing a very thin 

walled ion chamber at the point of interest. This is illustrated in 

Figure (llb) where a bone-soft tissue interface is depicted. 

Because of the higher absorption coefficient in bone, more 

electrons are set in r,1otion in bone than in soft tissue so that is a 

greater electron flux in the bone than in the soft tissue as depicted. 

Thus, the absorbed dose will change rapidly from a high value in the bone 

to a low value in the soft tissue. The change in the absorbed dose will 

occur in a distance corresponding to the range of the electrons. To 

measure this absorbed dose, the ion chamber. must have a small width W 
to 

in the direction of the dose gradient. Since it is required~measure the 

e.psorbed dose in the medium and not in the walls of the chamber, these 

walls should be made very thin so that practically no ionization produced 

in the air cavity be electrons which are set in motion in the walls of the 

chamber and all of tbe ionization is due to electrons vrhich come from the 

medium, pass tr~ough the walls and ionize in the gas. Since it will 

always be difficult to make these walls thin enough, it is advisable to . 

make them of a material which closely resembles the medium. Under these 

circumstances the walls are essentially part of the medium and will 

introduce a minimum amount of perturbation in the ionization. 

Suppose now a charge Q esu is collected from a chamber of Volume· 

Then the absorbed dose in the medium will be given by 

equation. (See section VI). In this expresston no mention is made of 

the wall material of the·chamber because it is so thin as to produce 

no electrons flux in the cavity. 

In the above discussions vre have seen that up to a distance equal 

to the range R of an electron from any interface electronic equilibrium 

cannot exist. /From ••e• 
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From the preceding discussion it is seen that if the primary 

beam is attenuated to a laree extent @,l&.ctronic equilibrium cannot exist 
I 

and abso1•bed dose is measured rather than exposure dose .. This might be 

the reason \-rhy the readings when comparing I\ factors (see section X) have 

a large error when the source was too nee).' the chamber, for the inverse 

square law results in a ~r-~ ~consequently the absorbed 

dose will be higher and different for different photon energies. As 

the chamber was fai.'t'ly thick a 5% attenuation of the beam occurred, so 

perhaps absorbed dose was being measured rather than exposure dose. 

Finally, in general practice it appears that the thinner the wall 

of an air-wall, IoG. the closer the reading is to the exrosure dose 

p:covided it is not too thin otherwise the peak in the curve for electronic 

eouilibrium would not be attained • . 
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SECT ION X$ T HE DEI'ERi'-TJAT ION OF THE STRE:JGTI-I (IN HILLICu'RIES) OF ,4 

R.i.DIOACTIVE ISOI'OFE ~trUCE EtiiTS GJJ.i~A RAYS OF E.I>13RGY LESS 

The first thing required is an instrument capable of measuring the 

ionization produced in air by the isotopes 1 eamr.1a rays, i.e. an ionization 

chamber. 

The ionization chamber must be air wall for the reasons given in 

the previous sections. (Sections III and V). 

It must be fairly sensitive and give consistent stable readings.-

It must be ener f!:f inclependent up to 3 Hev. 

The ionization chamber used in this thesis i-1as air 

\~\~~'V\0 
the limits of experimental error (see e~orrs lb}and 

by the manufacturers. 

wall within 
~ . 

7. as claimed <+ -

The current amplifier used with this ionization chamber has been 

described in section II. 

There w·ere many other types of ionization chambers that could bave 

been used but this one '.Jas the only one that the manufacturers claimed to 

be air Hall. 

There was a vibrating reed D.C. amplifier (see Jo~es 5,and diagram 

12b) available but as it usually operated with a beta-gamma chamber of 

large dimensions it i-las felt that the vtbrating reed amplifier when 

connected to the carbon air wall chamber would not be sensitive enough. 

Theoretical aspect of radioactive isotope measurement. 

K-factors: 

Comparison of radioactive isotopes involves the photon energies of 

the isotopes and the energy absorption of the material on which the photons 

fall. In this case the material is air or air Hall. 

a simple way of arrivine at this energy absorption is tl~ough the 

concept of energy flux per roentgen and thence to the concept of photon 

flux per roentgene Introduced by Nayneord (7)., 

Figure (lJb} shov1s a gamma ray beal'!! impinging on an extensive air-

like scattering material. The amount of energy which passes through a 

unit area (lcm2) te.ken at right ane;les to the beam is known as the energy 
1 

J.. flux expressed in ergs per em. Related quantity is the photon flux 

/e~pressed •••• 
... · .. 
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expressed in photons per cm2. 

Now a dosimeter calibrated in roentgens placed at any point will 

record a dose of r roentgens after a certain ex posure. To produce this 

dose vrill require some energy flux E in eres/cm2. It is required to 

determine E/r, the energy flux per roentgen. 

Nou th.e energy absorption coefficient (f~) is the fraction of the 

energy which is extracted from the radiation beam and locally absorbed by 

a layer of the material thickness 1 gm/cm2. Hence the energy truly 

absorbed.· from the beam per gm of air is -

Energy absorbed = E ~ x ( fetvJair cm2 

em gm 
= E x ( r--~)air erg 

gm 

Now an exposure dose of 1 roentgen corresponds to an absorbed dose of 

87.7 ergs/gm of air. (The relationship between exposure dose 9.nd absorbed 

dose has been discussed in section VI.) Hence the energy absorbed can 

also be '"ri tten: 

Energy absorbed = 87.7 r ergs/em FORHUIA 1. 

THUS E( ~~)air = 87.?r. 

il,nd the energy flux per roentgen E/r is given by -

~ -· ,;;;;8..~.7.;:.•o~.7--r-__ 
r <r~ )air 

ergs . 
cm2 roentge;; 

From this concept of energy flux/roentgen 1.re turn to the concept 

of IJhoton flux/roentgen. If the area shown in fignre (12b) is traversed 

J by N photon/cm2 each carrying an energy hn. Hev, then the relation betv.reen 

E and N is gtven by -

E = 1.6 x 10-6 :x N x hn ergs/cm2 FOR!I'IUI.Jt .. 3· 

,.,here 1.6 x 10 converts the enere,v of. the photon from Hev. to ergs. 

Substituting this value of E in the previous equation ( 2) the photon flux 

per roentgen is: 

X 1.6 X 10-6 X hn 
1 = 

(fA~) air x hn 
photons 
em" roentgen 

FORHULA, 1;. 

The photon flux/rcentgen is small at low energies, rises to a 

maximum at 60 Kev and then falls continuously as the energy is increased. 

From equation (4) it is evident that the photon flux/roentgen varies as 

the reciprocal of the product of the energy absorption coefficient and 

the photon energy hn. Since it is constant above 100 Kev. the photon 

flux/roentgen will continually dect'ease with energy above lOG Kev • At 
/very •••• 
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very low energies the energy absorption :ts very large and although the 

photon energy is small the product is laree so the pJ1oton flux/roentgen 

is small. For photons Hith ener gv in the neighbourhood of 60 Kev. the 

product and hn. is at a minimum and a peak occurs in the ~hoton flux 

curve. (See Figure lL:b reproduced from Johns 5). 
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SECTION XI : DOSAGE RATE FROH GAHHA RAY EHITTERS-

The exposure dose rate in roentgens/hour 1 ern. from a gamma 

emitting point source of millicurie (me) activity is required in problems 

involving the dosimetry of isotopes. This quantity, referred to as K, 

may be calculated 1.:lSing the concept of photon flux/roentgen given in 

section X. Suppose the disintegration scheme is a simple one involving 

the emission of 1 photon of· energy bu./disintegration. 

Number of photons emitted/hr./me. 

(1 me. = 3·7 x 107 dis/sec.) 

Consider a sphere of radius 1 em; around the point source. This--

h h f ~ ,.,,2 2 d sp ere as an area o · t+ p.) ern an all the photons erni tt-ed by this 

source pass through it~ 

Therefore, photon flux = 13.32 x 1010 =~1.06 x 10
10 

photons/hr/rnc/cm2. 
4tT' 

If this is divided by the photon flux per roentgen, given by the 

equation (4) we obtain K. 
lO · 

K = 1.06 x 10- x ,! t'-~ )air x hn. r/hn/mc. 
54.8 x 1c6 

FOR1ft.JL.~ 2 • 

K is seen to be proportional to the product of the energy absorption 

coefficient ( ~q-) and· the photon energy hn. The quantity K h:ls been 

plotted in figure (15b) (reproduced from Johns 5). !s the photon energy 

is increased from 0.01 Nev. it falls rapidly because of the rapid fall in 

the energy absorption coefficient reaching a minimum value at about 60 

Kev. Beyond this minimum it increases because (f-A.~ is essentially 

constant and the dependence is then mainly on the photon energy hn. 

Fieure (15b) gives the exposure dose/hr. at a point 1 em. from 

a 1 me. source proVided this isotope emits one photon per disintegration. 

Many isotopes have a complex decay scheme. When this is the case, the 
r-

exposure f.ate from each gamma ray must be calculated separately and the 

result added to give the total. To illustrate, consider Co which emits 

two gam.rna rays of energy 1.17 and 1.33 Hev. in cascade in its decay to 

Ni. 

For hn = 1 .. 17 Nev. 

For hn = 1.33 Hev. 
Total 

K = 6.4 r/mc/hr at 1 em. 

K =~ r/rnc/hr at 1 ern. 
13.6 r/mc/hr at 1 em. 

Thus the dose rate is 13.6 rjhr./cm. from a 1 me. source. 

/Since .... 
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Since the K factor for an isotope depends upon the disintegration 

scheme it will not be known accurately unless the scheme is known in detail. 

So when comparing two isotopes the K factors must be taken into account. 

K factor of Ra. (.filtered 0.5 mm. Pt) 8.3 r/hr./mc • at 1 em. 

K factor for 1132 12.1 r/br./me. at 1 em. 

Suppose both sources had the same strength and were placed at the 

same distance from ~nair wall I.e., then the reading for the 1132 would 

be higher by the ratio of ~' for the I.e. effectively measures dose rate. 
8.3 

If the I.e. were calibrated directly in roentgens then there would be no 

necessity to compare the isotopes of unknown strength with radium. But 

calibrating the I.e. used in this thesis directly in roentgens is a tedious 

and unreliable procedure. It is much easier and quicker and far more 

reliable to compare the isotopes with Ra for each reading, as Ra is a very 

stable long lived source whose K factor is very accurately known (for it 

has been used as a standard in isotope work for many years). 

The following calculations show how the strength (me.) of an 

isotope source can be obtained by comparing it to Ra. 

X= strength of isotope source in Me. (unknown). 

Y = strength of Ra source in me. (known). 

J.Sc = K factor of isotope source in r/hr ./me. at 1 em. (known) • 

Ky = K factor of Ra source in r/hr./mc.,at 1 em. (known). 
\ 

Rx = reading from I.e. for isotope source'a~ any distance. 

Ry =reading from I.e. fo~Ra source at the same distance. 

Now X me. of isotope gives a reading of Rx ems 

So 1 me. of isotope gives a reading Rx c.ms. -X 

But 1 me. of isotope bas a dose rate of ~ r/hr./ at 1 em. 

Therefore a reading of Rx ems. is equivalent to a dose rate of Kx r/hr./ at 1 em. 
x 

Therefore Rx is equal to a dose rate of 1 r/br ./ at 1 em. 
X x J.Sc 

Similarly with Y me. or Ra. 

Therefore~.....&-....... -
y X Ky 

is equal to a dose rate of 1 r/hr./ at 1 em. 

Therefore if the Ra. source and the unkno-vm source are at the same distance 

/from •••• 
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from the I.e. then-

Therefore X = R:xxYxKy 

1)- X Kx 
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= ~ 
X X JSr 
me. 

FORivlUU 2• 

These calculations are only valid for isotopes emitting gamma rays 

up to 3 Mev. 

For higher than 3 l4ev. the definition of the roentgen does not apply. 

The above calculations are suitable for all practical application 

but for greater accuracy certain refinements must be considered: 

(a) the absorption coefficient for the rays in air. 

(b) the absorption coefficient for the rays in the air wall of the chamber. 

As regards (a) the air absorption coefficient for isotopes used in 

clinical work are all practically the same, and the error arising from neglect 

of this factor is negligible compared to the errors due to the instability 

of the measuring device. 

As regards (b) the absorption coefficient of the chamber must 

however be taken into account, even though the chamber is air equivalent a 

certain attenuation of the photon beam takes place (this has been discussed 

more fully under the concept of electronic equilibrium.) 

Suppose that a device which can record the number of photons which 

pass through in unit time is placed at the point P (see diagram 15b). Let 

the number of photons recorded per unit time be N
0

• If a slab of- material 

of thickness dx is placed in the beam, a number, dN, of the photons will 

be stopped or deviated from their path and will not-reach P. A-photon 

cannot partially interact with the material; _ it must either come close 

enough to an atom to interact and thus be removed from the beam or not be

affected at all. Hence dN, the number which are removed, will depend 

directly on the number of photons present; dN will also depend directly 

on the thickness, dx. If dx is doubled, the number of atoms present in 

the slab is doubled, so the probability of an interaction is doubled. 

Mathematically, then-

FORMULA 'Z• 

where f""is a constant of proportionality called the linear absorption co

efficient. It is more usual to write this equation in terms of the change 

/in •••• 
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in intensity of the beam, di, and the original intensity, I
0

• Intensity 

is measured in terms of the rate or energy flow or the radiation across 

a unit area and may, for example, be expressed in ergs/cm2-sec. We have 

then -

FORMUlA 8. 

The negative sign is included because as dx increases the intensity 

decreases; di is negative. From this it is apparent that the linear 

absorption coefficient is equal to the fractional reduction in intensity 

produced by unit thickness of absorber. Equation S applies only when 

the reduction of intensity, di, and the thickness, dx, are very small. 

When this is integrated from 0 to x we obtain the familiar expression -

I = Ioe- r--x 

From Equation 8 or 9 we see that '{"'-has the dimensions of cm-1• Where x 

is the thickness of the chamber and 1"'- the absorption coefficient of the 

chamber (for the purposes of calculation the chamber is considered to be 

made up of carbon). As can be seen from the graph (1~) the absorption 

coefficient varies as the energy or the photon beam. So for isotope 

comparison the average energy of the gamma rays are calculated or obtained 

from tables and from the graph the absorption coefficient can be found. 

Thus the reading due to the Ra and the isotope to be compared must be 

multiplied by the factor e·f-'-X, that is presuming the galvo reading obtained 

is proportional to the intensity of the beam, which has been assumed all 

along. 

K factors can be used to check the air equivalen~or the chamber, 

for if the K factors of Ra and a particular isotope are known then the 

readings should be in agreement with the formula given previously (equation 

No. 6). 

Another factor which must be taken into account in isotope comparison 

is the t life of the isotope. Usually the isotopes used have fairly long 

half lives, i.e. greater than 72 hours, but in the case of 1132 (half life 

2·26 hours) this becomes quite an important factor and must be taken into 

account. For 1132 the time taken for one reading was usually about 5 

minutes and the correction for half life decay was based on a time mid-way 

between the beginning and end of the reading. 

/Checks 
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Checks on th1_Correct Functioning of the Ionization Chamber. (I.C.) 

lnverse Sguare Law Check. 

Readings were taken with the Ra source at various distances and 
~~~~--!~ 

the graph plotted of A. reading of galva in em. against the-iiwePse ef the 

re.ot'"il£4lae distance of the centre of the source from the centre of the I.C. 

Two chambers were used, a thin one (0.5 em. thick) and a thick one (1.0 

em. thick). 

Readings tabulated on sheet lB. 

As can be seen from the graph (2 ~) the two chambers gave different 

straight lines through the origin but the differences in the readings were 

due to the difference in thickness of the chambers which attenuates the 

beam according to the Exponential Law. 

Readings were also taken with Ra Co. and Ta. sources using the 

thick (1.0 em.) chamber only. (See graphs Nos • 3(3 , 4[5- , 5p:.). 

Conclusion: The I.Cs are functioning correctly as far as the 

Inverse Square Law is concerned, i.e. the graphs were all straight lines 

passing through the origin. It was found, however, at one stage that the 

steel cylinder surrounding the valve was not evacuated properly and 

ionization occurred between the steel cylinder and the graph. The graph 

(No. 6 ~) is a straigh~ line but it does not pass through the origin. This 

seems to me to be a good check to see if any ionization arises elsewhere 

other than in the chamber itself (i.e._ in the LC. stem, steel case, or 
..._ --~ 

even in the connecting cables). "The slopes of the Inverse Square Law 

I ~ 

graphs may alter from day to day, due -to cbange in air pressure, temperature, 

humidity, different galvo or control -setting, but provided they are straight . . . .. 

lines passing through the !origin the I.e. is functioning correctly. 

The readings are tabulated on sheet No. 2B. 

Chegk on the Energy Independence. of the Air Wall I.~~ using K Factor. 

If the I.e. is energy independent the ratio of the readings for 

R a to the isotope concerned should be equal to the ratio of the K factors 

provided the strengths of the sources are taken into account. The strength 

of the sources was obtained from readings using a Beta-gamma chamber, which, 

though not energy independent, had been calibrated for the particular 

isotopes concerned on a previous occasion. 

/In •••• 



In the following calculations the attenuation of the beam due to 

the finite thickness of the I.e. was taken into account. The readings used 

were obtained from the previous table. (Inverse Square Law Table). 

The readings are tabulated on sheet No. 3B, 48, 5B. 

Conclusion: As can be seen from the table the most reliable 

distance for Co. see1ns to be at approximately 30 em., and for the Ta at 

25 em. However, these readings were spread over 'a morn~ng 'and afternoon 

when temperature, pressure and humidity changed. It has been"found that 

humidity affects the stability of the instrument most of all. The most 

reliable and steady readings were obtained in a hot dry atmosphere·.~ When 

the atmosphere is humid, on overcast or rainy days, readings were most 

erratic and unreliable. The discrepancies between the experimental ratio 

of the K factors and the theoretical ratio of the K factors at distances 

other than those specified could be due to three things: 

(a) The I.e. is not energy independent. 

(b) Extraneous ionization has occurred. 

(c) Change in air condition (pressure temperature humidity). 

Reason (a) is not very likely as the manufacturers claim that 

this type of I.C. is air-equivalent and if the chamber was not air-equivalent 

the K factor ratio would be different from the theoretical K factor ratio 

b,y a constant amount and would not vary with the distance of the source from 

the chamber. 

Reasons (b) and (c) are much more likely for if the I~C. stem is 

not proper~ evacuated extra ionization is much more likely to occur the 

closer the source is to the chamber. Also the reading at a distance of 

28.6 em was taken in the morning when the air was dry and a period of time 

elapsed before the other readings were taken and during that time the 

humidity rose considerably, rendering the readings inaccurate due to the 

lack of stability of the amplifier. 

So on subsequent occasions the r132 source was placed at about 
L.· ~co-w.--. 6o 1 30 ems from the chamber, ~he c~e Co and I 32 have much the· same K 

factors,)and the readings taken (when ·possible) when the humidity was low. 

/PM?.T III •••• 
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PART III 

SECTION XII : PRODUCTION OF r132• 

The old method of production using distillation methods \.JaS slow 

and tedious and resulted in a rather impure extract of r132 which was 

contaminated with Te132 and r131• The hew process (1) is an ion exchange 

process which results in a very pure extract indeed which can be used 

straight away in iodinating human serum albumin, whereas in the distillation 

method it required purification first. 

The method of production is as follows:-

Fundamentally the Te132 is deposited on a bed of chromatographic 

Al2o3• The Te132 decays away to I 132 on this bed and when a solution of 

O.O.H NH3 is added ion exchange takes place and r132 in solution is received 

at the other .end. A very simple and highly efficient milking system. 

The design and operation of the generation is as follows:-

The assembly is about 16 em. overall (see diagram lc.) The glass 

column is 25 mm. in diameter, supported in a lucite tube. A 20 gm. bed of 

Chromatographic Al2o3 is retained at the top by a piece of plastic filter 

cloth. 

The generator is loaded by allowing a Na2Te o3 solution (PH~8) 

cont~,ining the desired amount- _of T~l32 to drop on to the Al2o3 column 

slowly. No Te carrier is added for the generator' will work with carrier 

free activity but some carrier is usually present. 

To milk, 2': ml. of 0.01 ~o 0 .05:M •• NM3 i_~ ~oured into the t<:>p of 

the generator. Almost immediately the product I 132 solution starts to 

drip out of the bottom. Less than 5 minutes is required to complete a 

milking. The Te132 contamination (provided the first milk is rejected) 

in the pr~uct solution is approximately 0.001% of the amount of Te132 on 

the column. The amount of stable Te in the product solution varies with 

the amount of carrier on the Te column but is usually negligible. 

The product solution also contains small traces of several stable 

elements but only in par~s per million. 

Tlis ion exchange method is far simpler, less dangerous (radiation 

hazard) and vastly more efficient than the old distillation system. 

lrhis 
I •••• 
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This system also eliminates r131 impurities which was an inherent die

advantage in the distillation system. 

/SECTION XIII •••• 
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SECTION XIII : CALIBRATION OF THE r132. 

The strengths of most clinically used radioactive isotopes are 

usually supplied by the manuf'actur ers. But as I132 has such a short 

half life (2.26 hours) unless the isotope can be obtained and transported 

quickly (within 10 hours say) by the time it reaches the laboratory it 

would have decayed away to nothing. 

So I 132 has to be prepared in the laboratory. This extraction 
,--. 

was described in the last section.- ·The next thing required is to determine 

its purity and strength. 

Test for Puriti• ,.,.,--~- ..... , 
A small sample of the extract was placed. in a-well-type 

scintillation counter.,:- . . • : • The scintillation counter was ccmnected 

to a pulse height analyser (P.H.A.) and thence to a ratemeter. The 

scintillation counter had a built in amplifier which amplified 200 times. 

The ratemeter was connected to an electrically controlled needle which 

drew a trace on moving graph paper. The P.H.A. had a small motor attached 

which, when connected, altered the discriminator voltage from 5 - 100 

volts at a certain rate. The gate width was set at 1 :volt to give high 

resolution. Fundamentally the process was as follows - the P.M. tube 

gives off pulses of a range of magnitudes, these are fed into the P.H.A • 

.-,. set at discriminator voltage - 50 volts, say, threshold 1 volt. The 

P.H.A. accepts only those pulses of magnitudes between 49 and 51 volts. 

These differentiated pulses are fed into the ratemeter which tells how many 

occur per second. The ratemeter reading is then transferred, first 

electrically and then mechanically, on to the moving graph paper. (See 

trace No. lc). For comparison purposes a sample containing Te132, I 131 

and I132 was graphed (see trace No. lc). 

As can be seen there are 3 distinct peaks corresponding to Te132, 

r131 and I132. As r132 has a higher energy than either Te or I 13l this 

will be indicated b.Y the peak at the highest Disc voltage (approximately 

80 volts). To find the exact energy of the various peaks the instruments 

could be calibrated with sources of known energies and the subsequent trace 

calibrated.• · Suppose we have one source of energy 0.8 Mev, another 1 Mev, 

another-at 1.25 Mev, and these give distributed peaks on the graph at 

certain voltage~ then if the energy of the sources is a linear function/of •••• 



of the Disc voltage, then it can be assumed that a certain Disc voltage 

corresponds to ~ certain energy. This calibration was tried but for some 

reason the P.M. amplifier was overloading and no linearity was observed. 

As the Disc voltage did not have to be calibrated to determine the purity 

of the extracted r132 the situation was left as it was, i.e. if no other 

peaks except the r132 peak appeared then the sample was assumed to be 

pure. . . 
I- :.... • ' -

After the first extraction there was a/small-Pet:centage of Tel.3l 

(see trace No. 2c),more r1.32 was.extracted immediately afterward and found 

to be pure (trace 3). So for subsequent strength calibration the ion-_,_ 

exchange container was washed out first, the extraction rejected and a 

further sample procured about 5 minut~s afterwards. 

Another means of determining the purity of the sample was to 

examine its half life. This was done with the same apparatus, except that 

the Disc voltage was set so as to register all pulses from 0 - 100 volts 

and the Disc voltage motor disconnected. A trace {see trace No.4c) was 

obtained and measurements taken indicated a half life of just over 2.26 

hours, indicating that within experimental error the sample was 99% pure. 

Determination of Strength of r132 in relation to Reading obtained on a 

....._ ij - X' chamber. 
oo 

As the B- q chamber was not air walJ,"'an initial reading indicating 

the strength was not valid. But once an initial reading had been 

obtained on an air-wall chamber a reading on the B- Q' chamber could be 

obtained for the same sample, e.g. strength tis obtained from air-wall 

chamber:::-1 me. reading on B- ?f chamber immediately after=5·5 divisions, 

therefore 1 me :: 5.5 divisions in B - 'Q chamber. So for subsequent 

determinations the B - (f chamber can be used as it is much more stable 

and quicker than the air-wall chamber. But first a calibration must be 

obtained on an air-wall chamber. 

Determination of Strength of r1.32 Extract. 

Procedure: 

The air-wall r.o. plus amplifier was switched on 24 hours before 

any readings were taken. One hour before extraction the apparatus was -

/adjusted ••• • 
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adjusted and checked as described in previous sections. When it was 

found to be working properly the extraction proceeded. 

(1) First extraction obtained rejected. 

(2) Second extraction followed within 3 minutes and time noted at· 

beginning and end of operation. 

(3) Small sample removed from main sample and purification 

determinations performed on it. (half life and specific energy). 

(4) Main sample placed in B - ~ chamber and reading noted at two 

range settings. Time taken. 

(5) Sample removed from B - ?f chamber and set at a distance 30 me""'v-. 

from air~wall I.e. Time taken at beginning and end of reading. 

(6) Sample removed to a safe distance and 5 mg. Ra source placed 

at same distance. Reading taken. 

(7) Ra removed to a safe distance and I 132 sample again placed at 

same distance. Reading taken. Time at beginning and end noted. 

(8) Procedures (5) and (6) were repeated several times. 

(9) Sample removed from air-wall I .c. and placed in B - () chamber. 

Final reading taken and time noted. 

(10) Ra placed in B - t( chamber and reading noted. 

The following calculations resulted. (See calculations No. lc.} 

/SECTION XIV ••• 
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SECTION XIV : USES OF Il32. 

Due to I 132 having a short half life (2.26 hours) its clinical 

application is particularly useful, and the application can be divided 

into three main groups -

(1) Measurements where a high dose rate for a short time are 

required, or where special circumstances render minimal radiation 

dosage of first importance, e.g. thyroid tests on pregnant 

women, or women with newly-born children. 

(2) Studies· 'involving· short 'time serial measurements on the ~ . ... .. ·- ' 

(3) 

subject where residual activity fr.om a previous measurement will 

confuse and render-the results null and void. 

Double tracer,axperiments in~conjunction with I131• 
. r __,-

.-

There are m8f other subsidiary applications which are not classed 

in any one_ of the above applications, i.e. 

(a) Smith & ~imby method for determining blood circulation time, 

which requires less than 2 minutes to perform. A short lived 

isotope is ideal for this test. 

(b) Localisation of brain tumours with diodo131 fluorescane (Journal 

of laboratory Clinical Medicine 34, 1580, 1949). The measurements 

must be performed in the first 2 hours after injection, since the 

tumour starts throwing off the dye after that time. If a short

lived isotope is used the amount remaining in the body after 

2 hours is small and so the dose to the whole body is minimized, 

also the isotope has to pass through the kidneys in the process 

of excretion so the dose to this organ is also minimized. 

(c) Finally there is the problem of waste disposal. If a short 

lived isotope is used the waste after about 6 ~ours can be 

flushed into the sewerage system and forgotten about)as by that 

time the concentration of the radioactive isotope is negligible. 

In order to discuss the first main application further a study 

of the energy, dose rates, and total dose is required. 

For I132 the K factor is 12.1 r/hr/mc/1 em and the average energy 

E = 0.45 Mev. (Emery & Veale radiation dosimetry of I132 Nature~~ 889, 1954)• 

/For •••• 
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For I
131

, K factor 2·25 r/hr/mc/1 em and E = 0.197 Mev. (Nature 

170, 916, 1952 British Standard for I 131). 

The following table gives the initial radiation dose rate and the 

total radiation dosage for I131 and I132• 

Total radiation dosage = initial dose-rate x effective mean life. 

Two cases of practical interest are considered -

(1) A concentration of 1 mc/gm in a small organ such as the thyroid 

gland. 

(2) A concentration of 1 me/kilogram uniformly distributed over the 

whole body. Measurements taken at the centre of the trunk. 

The effective radius of the thyroid taken as = 3 em. 

The effective radius of the whole body a.s = 30 em. 

The effective ha.l£ life of 1131 in the thyroid is taken = 7.5 days. 
. 1 

The effective hal£ life of I 32 in the thyroid is taken = 2.26 hours. 

Isotope Organ Cone. Do§e rate.mt/Jhr. Total dose 
B 0 B+(f roentgens. 

!131 Thyroid 1 mc/gm 450 90 540 140 

1132 II II 1,020 460 1,480 4·8 

1131 Whole body 1 m?/kilo 0.4 0.8 1.2 0.21 

1132 It II II II 1.0 3·8 4·8 0.016 

These figures were taken from Veall and Vetter (Radioisotope 

Techniques in Clinical Research, Chapter 8, Radiati~n Dosimetry), who 

derived the figures from the formula given by-Mayneord & Sinclair (The 

-

dosimetry of artificial radioactive isotopes 11Advances in Biological and 

Medical Physics Vol.III New York; Academic Press). 

The average range of B rays in tissue is about 1 or 2 mm. It 

is therefore valid to assume that all the B ray energy is absorbed within 

the tissue itself. So the absorbed dose rate ca.n be obtained from the 

simple for mula -

R ~ = absorbed dose rate. 

C = cone in mc/gm. /E •••• 



E (l = average energy of B rays in Mev. 

As '¥ rays are very penetrating the dose rate due to a uniformly 

distributed isotope will decrease rapidly towards the surface of the organ 

and will be highest at the centre. So the dose rate at the centre of a 

sphere radius o1... containing a uniformly distributed "(j emitting isotope 

of cone 0 mc/gm isl 

r ~ .. t . 

However, the human body is no( a sphere but rather an ellipsoid with a 
' ~ 

ratio between axes of about 5:1 and the'above dose rate must be corrected 

b.1 a factor at approximately 0.85 • 
. · 

Comparison of dose rates and total dose for r131 and r132 can be 

seen from the table. 

132 • 131 Dose rate (for the same concentrate) of I 1s higher than I • 

But total dose (for the same concentrate) of I132 is reduced qy a factor 

of 30 (at least) to the thyroid as compared with Il3l and to the whole 

body by a factor of 13. 

However, in practice the first factor will be of the order of 

100, as it normally takes se•1eral hours for the maximum cone to be 

reached in the thyroid, the actual time depending on the functional state 

of the gland. 

I132 can be used in most of the tests involving the use of I131 

but most therapeutic work is best carried out with I 131 as the short-
13 small and thus 

lived I 2, though it gives a higher dose rate, the total dose is/useless 

for treatment purposes. 

Tests involving the use of I
131

• 

There are now a large num~er of well established diagnostic tests 

of thyroid function employing I131 but only a brief outline of the major 

ones will be given here as these tests are rather involved in theory and 

practice and thus quite beyond the scope of this section of the thesis. The 

tests will be described briefly using I 131 and in a subsequent section the 

advantages and disadvantages of using I132 instead will be discussed. 

/SECTION XV •••• 



SECTION XV : CLINICAL TESTS USING Il3l. 

(1) Thyroid uptake tests. 

Fundamentally the process is as follows -

Radioactive iodine is injected intravenous~ and the rate at which 
~~ 

the thyroid takes up the iodine is measured with a scintillatel: counter 

and compared to a standard amount of I 131 encased in a glass apoule the 

shape of the thyroid and placed in a phantom made of wax. After the 
. ~ - - 1 ~ (" -- - ' 

~- _:,_.. 4 t ~ ~ -

first hour measurements are taken every two hours until the maximum is 

reached. Thereafter readings are taken at 24 and 48 hour intervals. 
"" ~ - ..._ - ~-- ' _... 

(2) Circulation studies;- - --
Radioiodinated human serum albumin (H.S.A.) is widely used for 

the measurement of plasma volume. 

(3) Haemodynamic Studies. 

The use of iodinated H .S.A. for the determination of cardiac 

output b.Y the Hamilton dilution technique has several advantages over_the 

T 1824 dye previously used. The recent technique of employing an external 

scintillation counter set up over the heart has simplified the measurement 

of cardiac output {Circulation Research J, 564, 1955) and has made possible 

the measurement of pulmonary blood volume. 

(4) gouble Tracer Iodine Studies. 

There are many minor clinical tests in which I 131 can be used but 

by far the most important and routinely used application is the Thyroid 

uptake test. For by measuring a patient's thyroid uptake and iodine 

rejection rate, the observer can tell whether the patient's thyroid is in 

a state of hyperthyroidism (overactive thyroid) normal or hypo-thyroidism 

(underactive). This is a great help in borderlin~ or doubtful cases, as 

obvious cases of abnormal thyroid function can be detected by ordinary 

clinical diagnosis. 

/SECTION XVI •••• 
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SECTION XVI ADVANI'AGES AND DISADVANI'AGES OF r132 WHEN COtvtPARED WITH Il3l. 

Advantages. 

(1) Thyroid uptake studies. 

(a) The total dose to the patient using I 132 is of the order of 100 

times less than I131• 

(b) When uptake tests were performed on pregnant women or nursing 

mothers, I 131, due to the fact that it has a larger half life (8.02 

days), remains in the body for a considerable time (about 5 days). 
131 

In the case of pregnant women the foetus would absorb I from 

the mother and this is to be avoided wherever possible. In the 

case of nursing mothers I 131 is apparent in the human breast milk 

and is thus transferred to the child (Podein, lancet ~~ 1091, 

1955). Whereas with I 132 the biological half life is the same as 

the physical half life, i.e. 2·3 hours. So the side effects 

mentioned above are negligible. 

(c) Serial measurements of thyroid function cannot be studied using 

r131 because if measurements were taken every 2 hours the initial 

iodine uptake would confuse the other serial measurements. So 

I 132 can be used in thyroid function measurements either to 

establish the reproductability of a particular test or to study 

day to day variations of thyroid activity. 

( 2) Circulation Studies. ..._. 

Since a measurement can be-carried out with less than 5 me. of 

Il3l radiation hazard is negligible. 
. -

However, if serial measurements over a_ short space of time are 

requ..; ... ed I 13 2 is ..; .,..,,dl:" cated. Th i · t · blank f th d ~ ~· e pre- nJeo 1:on or e secon measure-

ment would be of the same order as the concentration to be measured, so 

in order to achieve any degree of accuracy, the dose would have to be doubled 

for each succeeding observation. 

(3) Haemodynamic Studies. 

Once again serial measurements are required and as these measurements 

take less than a few minutes to perform and radioactive remaining after the 

previous test will only confuse the readings so I 132 has a greater advantage 

/over •••• 



131 over I • In fact it would be well nigh impossible to perform this 

test in its present form with r131. 
<'hNv?'-'-~~ 
o.qu' •· 7'" 

bother factor that arises in these studies is the "" curves 

being studied last on~ a few seconds so detectors with a short response 

are necessary which implies high counting rates for statistical 

accuracy. So a large dose 200-300 me. of radioactive iodine is required 

to give the high counting rate. 

r132 has· ~ better re·s~onset,as ·far.a;.-co~nting is concerned, 0.7 

me. equivalent 'to about 1 m<f r131.- r ~ 

The total dose received from r132 1s .iow compared with r131 so 

r132 has much to recommend it. . -- . -
However, if these serial measurements extend over a few weeks 

-

the thyroid uptake has to. be blocked in order to avoid excessive radiation 

dose to the gland from rJ> cl...~ . .'~k 

is metabilized. 

split off from the protein as the protein 

(4) Localization of Pl&J;Cental Site. 

l4a.24 has been used for placental letalization, but it diffuses 

rapidly from the blood stream and as a result only two or three minutes 

are available for measurements. 

r132 labelled albumin if used will affect a considerable improve-

ment since adequate time is available for measurements as the albumin 

does not cross the placental barrier in appreciable amounts, the radiation 

to the foetus is ngligible. 

r131 could not be used due to its long half life. 

Double Tracer Studi,U• 

This is not really an advantage over r131 as r132 is used in 

conjunction with r131. 

Using r132 thyroid uptake tests can be carried out a few days 

after the patient has received a therapeutic dose of r131• Due to their 

different half life and energies the patient's early response can be 

studied even though there are still considerable amounts of r131 present. 

/Disadvantages ••••• ~ • .; 



Disadvantages. 

Inconvenience of preparation. The latest method of ion-exchange 

greatly simplifies the production of I132 but in countries far distant 

from source of supply of the mother Te132 (which has a comparatively short 

half life - 77 hours) the transportation costs are high and whether it is 
tte. 

1 me. or 100 me •. ef Te132 last at the most about 3-4 weeks, so a fresh 

supply is needed after that period. 

Now I 131 does not need preparation and can be obtained direct 

from the source of supply. The transportation costs would be practically 

the same but the half life of I131 is 8 days, i.e. 2k times longer than 

Tel32, so it will last 3-4 months. 

So as far as transportation costs and availability are concerned, 

I 131 is more practical. Of course where transport over small distances 

is concerned the objection listed above can be ruled out. 

( 1) Thyroid uptake tests. 

(a) In some countries where the natural iodine content of the food is 

low t~e thyroid uptake in the first few hours is very high (some

times as much as 100%), and thereafter slowly decreases from the 

- rna ximum in the next 24 and 48 hours. So a rapid uptake does not 

necessarily mean hyperthyroidism. It has been found in Rhodesia 

that the period after the maximum has been reached yields the most 

useful results. . So i~ the cases of iodine starvation, r132 would 

~ not yield- any results as to the period 24 hours - 48 hours after 

the introduction, as by this time it would have decayed away 

completely. 

(b) r132 has the disadvantage that it is only applicable in those 

tests concerned with the iodine trapping function of the gland, 

as distinct from tests which measure the output of organically 

bound radioactive iodine. 

(2) Circulation studies. 

No real disadvantage. 

/(3) •••• 
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(3) Haemodynamic Studies. 

No disadvantage. In fact these tests would probably not be 

performed with I 131• 

(4) Double tracer studies. 

These cannot really be classed under advantage or disadvantage as 

I13l and I132 are used t0gether. I132 is useful in as much as it yields 

information on the thyroid uptake whilst longer term (using I131) information 

is acquired. 

(5) Therapeutic properties. 

I 132 is useless for treatment purposes due to its short half life. 

~-But I131 
is used extensively to curb if not cure hyperthyroidism • ..... , ' 

(6) Calibration. 

This can be a serious initial disadvantage unless an air-wall I.e. 

capable of measuring the strength of the I132 obtained from the ion-exchange 

·process cannot be determined, whereas I131 having such a long half life can 

be calibrated on arrival from the strength given by the manufacturer and 

then a calibratic reading can be obtained using a B - chamber. 

In fact section (6) is the basic reason for this thesis, for at 

Groote·Schuur Hospital, Cape Town, tests using I132 were required but there 

e- was no instrument avaiiable to calibrate the I132, and unless an instrument 
~ 

is bought ready-made,- it~has t_o. be made locally which requires time and 

materials. 

. \ 

. r, . . -. 
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SUMMARY 

PART I. 

Design and Construction of a Small Current (10-l~ ) D.O. 

Amplifier. 

Illustration of conditions necessary for stability, ~ccuracy and 

reliability. 

Check on the sensitivity and proper function of the amplifier. 

Operation of the amplifier under normal working conditions. 

PAAT II 

Theoretical implication of the roentgen with reference to the 

design and construction of an air-wall ionization chamber. 

Bragg-Gray theory relating absorbed dose to exposure dose using an 

I .o. chamber. 

Electronic equilibrium with a stress on its importance in the 

design and proper use in I.e. 

Determination of the strength of a radioactive isotope. First 

theoretical considerations concerning energy absorbed, K f~s and 

absorption. 

~ 

Seco0ndly -practical checks on the correct functioning of the I.O. 
. .... ·----

(a) Inverse square law check. (b) ,Energy independence and 

working distance _using K factors ot s~veral isotopes as a check. 

'. : 
Reasons for anomalies observed in K factor check thence giving 

corrections required. 

PAR.T III. 

Production of I132, ion-exdhange method. 

Radioactive properties of Il32. 

Test for purity. 

Determination of strength of r132 extract. 

/Ma \. in· •• •• 



Main clinical uses of r132 and its physical properties. 

Advantages and disadvantages of r132 as compared to r131• 
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LQ! GRIP CQRPJNI PLIOtftQI 

U::M 
ll!SIRUCTIOIS 

The FP-~4 lo• ~r1d current pl1otron 
element •acuum tube spe •y destcne4 to ... 
high input resistance ~.a o very low d-e 1~·
It is useful for measuring or ampl1fy1D& Yery 
currents, or voltages 1n ve~ hi&h resistance 

fiAl'!NQS AND DATA 

1s a tour 
a •ery 

-:urreot. 
small 
circuits. 

The ratings snd data ro~ the FP-54 a~• 
su!llrlarized as foll.\\s: OW \~ t\_. 

I ' 

Filament Vol :age 2.& YOlta/ It /Itt) 
Filament Currt!n: ();.UO ul)eres "'- v•v f 

Control Grid Voltase • ta 
Space Charge Grld Volteg~ii+ 'felts 

Plate Voltage . lU 

Input Resistance . laae~(approx.) 
Control Grid Current -- 1~15uperea(approz.) 
Plate Current ' 40 aicroaaperes 
Mutual Conductanc~ 25 aieroa,pcre5/•olt 
Plate Resistance 40,000 oa.s 
Amplification rp~t?r 1 

~axt.ua O•er•all L1~ens1ons 
Lft\lth 
Diuetar 

pESCRlPUOI! 

6-1/4 11 

l-3/16 11 

• 
The-PP-54 has a standard UX base with tbe plate 

and fllaaent connected to ~ no~al ~late and fila.ent 
pins. Th• space charge crld, that is, the grld n"rest 
thu filament, is connected to· the oor~l control crid 
pin in the base. The control crld lead il brought out 
through • standard cap at the ~p or the bulb. 

INw!ALUtiCII 

Stnce the FP~ hu been carefully cao1truoted 
~0 tnsure hl~h leakace rellltanct troa the control cr1d 
to the other ele"lonts, cr"t care should be taken iD 
u~1nr the tube to insure that no external leakage 11 
1n~roduced. It ls recommended thet the control srld 

' ~·· 
I 

• 

' • 



connection be run as directly as possible without any 
insulators. The tube should be enclosed in an air-tight 

. box, that is, one in which the air does not circulate 
freely, wtth so:oe drying 'lgent such as anhydrous phosphori: 
acid. Before using, the b~lb should be cleaned car~fully. 
~ashlng with a mixture of pure ether and alcohol has been 
fQtmd satisfactory. 

It Is also essential that the tube be shielied 
·electrostatically. A ~eta~ tox wlll serve both for this 
pt~se and for shielding the tube from air. If tncre 
ar~arge maine tic fields ln the vicinity, the sh.!.elding 
must be of iron. 

OPE."V.T!ON 

After the tube has been carefully cleaned, as 
described in the section on "Installation", and placed in 
the ~ocket, 1 t should be run for at least one-ht!lf hour 
at rated voltages. There is an effect similar to· .:.er.kage 
which is due to charges on the bulb whicn may cause cur
rents of considerable magnitude in either direction in 
the grid circuit for some ti!:le after the tube has been 
handled or exposed to the air. Following the above 
procedure will usually dissipate these charges. 
Keasure~ents should not te made at ru1y operating 
conditions without allowing the tube to operate for some 
ti:lle at these conditions.· It is sometimes helpful to 
coat the out~ide of the tulb wtth some conductor, such 
as aquadag, for a band about two inches wide connected t-.~ 
a source of potential equal to that of the control 5rid. 
This helps to eli~lnate surface leakage and t::> dissipate 
the charges on the bulb. 

• All of the recommended voltages ~ay be varied· 
sAwha t without injury to the tube. However, opera ttng 
a~gher voltages wlll tend to increase tho:.· ;::riJ current, 
while operating at lower voltages, especially on the 
!!lament, will tend to lower it. It is not advisable to 
put mo.re than 6 volts on the space charge grld or n volt:; 
on. the plate nor less than 3 volts negative on the contrJl 
grid. When operating with a high resistance grid leak, t f 
a high input resistance is to be maintained, sufficient 
gri<t bia~ must be applied so that the voltage drop through 
the grid leak due to the grid current does not cause the 
actual grid voltage to fall below the reconmlended value. 
It thl~ ts not done, the tube will bias '!. tself in the 

·region where the input resistance is low. At the point 
where the grid current passes t2rough zero, the input 
·resistance is approximately lQ ohms. 

~~Y>:t:!~ c/!f._f.P • 

-I 

'' 

~ 
f 

In operation, the chang~s in grid voltage are 
measured by the changes in plate <;urrent. This may be 
acco!":lplished wtth a sensitive galvanometer with the 
in·i>~tal plate current balanced ou~. It is possible to 
ol:tatn an over-t~ll sensitivity of 250,000 llml. per volt 
by this method. Another method is to use in place of 
the galvanometer an amplifying tube having a high mutual 
conductance. Its :plate current can then be measured with 
a less sensitive galvanometer. If the supply voltages 
are held constant,'• the plate current will remain constant 
with no tendency to drift. It has been round satisfactory 
to supply the voltages from largeistorage batteries which 
have been fully charged. / 

The following characteristic curTes show the 
avprag.: plate cur~ent - control grid voltage characteristic. 
A typical control 'grid current - ,~ontrol grid voltage 
curve. is also shom. Individual tubes will show a 
con:: iderable variation of this la:tter characteristic, but 
if the 3Upply voltages are kept c:lose to rated value, the 
particular characteristics of th9j individual tubes can be 
expected to remal~ reasonably con,,~tsnt. 

If difficulty is exper1enc ed with the tube or 
if further ir.formatlon on the tube itself or circuit~ in 
which 1 t is used ts ·!esired, com.'li_unicate wtth the VaCUUJI 
l'uhe Engtneerlng Depart:nent of the Genera: Electric 
Company in Schene6tady, New York~: 
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In tht• tir~t plctte, \\ I• t' "'nller'._ t 1n uit may 
h(• rn.trle inclt·pendent of change. Ill the storage 
1 • ttlt n, it j., not independent of changes in the 
• t·ll /· . ~low changes in the temperature of thi'> 
cell may cause not only a seriou galv,1nometer 
rlrift, but a shift in the value of !1 at which 
neutr,dization may be obtained. Fig 1 show the 
< t't,mge'> in the neutralization cur.r caused h~ 

,_ 
~ 

' -
~ 

" \1 

~ 
#IHJ 

Jhdf of Nn~fl'a/ 

~ I 

l ·-
~ 
I) 

10 

0 - JIO Jll I~ "' Filo,.,flf AM,.,,.,, 

I 1 2 r.ffect on neutraltzation curve of changing b} l C 
. the temperature of the balancing cell E. 

purposely changin the temperature of the cell 
hv 2°C Even though the rate of drift m y be 
m-1de small by th rmal in ulation, nevertheles 
the changes from day to day ne itate frequent 
,llld rather tediou adjustments of R4, in order 
to keep the value of I 1 at the neutralization 
1 •lint approximately equal to the rated filament 
current of the tube. The value of R, required is 
r,1ther critical and may change over ride limits 
"ith changes in E. We have developed a circuit 
m which the cell E i eliminated. 

In the second place, no circuit hitherto de
'>lgned has eliminated ftuctua~ions due to changes 
m the filament emi ion of the tube, though a 
~'umber of writers have recognized that for 
thoriated tungsten filaments this may ~ a 
"erious cause of fluctuation. 

t • ( • I 

THE • 1·\\ C11H t •r 

The t ir< uit \\ t> h,n e de. 1g1wd t•1 preserve tht 
advant.1 res of ~Iller nrcu~ t and to elimina 1 t 
it .,hortcoming i hm\ n in r.g ~ A in Soller ' 
c1rruit the proper control grid bias and platf 

f-lu ' :-ol'w Circuit for balancing OUt change!! tn filament 
emi ion. 

potential are obtained by tapping off from there-
i tance R 1 and R2 which arc in eries with the 

filament. The es entia) feature of this circuit, 
however, i the connection to the space-charge 
grid. Since this grid operates at a positive 
potential, it collects electrons, the current to it 
being, as a matter of fact, from four to five 
times as large as the plate current. Now if the 
filament emission changes for any reason, it 
would be expected that the currents to the plate 
and the space-ch rge grid would change in about 
the same ratio. Hence one may ~ balanced 
again t the other, so that the galvanometer is 
un ffected. This turned out to be quite feasible. 

Upon reference to Fig. 3, it is evident that 
the potential difference, e, across the galva
nometer is given by e-R.I.-R.lp, provided 
the current through the galvanometer is small 
compared to I P apd I.. (R.' is small and is 
inserted merely fcl fine adju tment.) Actually 
we wish to make the galvanometer current zero, 
hence e- 0 and 

(1) 

Thi is the first 
ously, once it is ti fied the galvanometer 
current will remain zero in spite of fluctuations 
in emi ion which chan,e I. and I. in th same 
r tio. In ad • • to have e independent 
of changes • tqe, and hence 11. 

Th t is, we let IA/~11•0. which gives 

~l,JU1 ·~R.}(4.I./41,) (2) 

as the for 
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I he \',\lUt"S of Rr, R2 and R, are < hoo;,t•n "" ,., 
:r g•\t' approxnn.t tely tht rated ttl.1ment current 
r f 1l!J 111111t.1mperes for thl' tuht' '1 10 milliampere" 
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CALCULATIONS ~ 

These sensitivity readings were obtained using a galvo with a 

sensitivity of approxi~,tely 10-9 ~mps per div having a resistance in 

parallel for damping purposes . However, the galvo used in the actual 

a I a • 
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(approximately 10- 7 amp per div . ) . 

he change over was effected because 

f inertia and thus the readings 

an idea of the sensitivity 

roentgens per sec . 

Difference • 

ems • 

s.o 
s.o 
s.o 

------------------------------------------------
7.0 

7.0 

7. 0 
--;- . It • • 

Therefore 

required = 0.001050 volts . 

this same voltage drop across 

E = CR 

1 . 050 X 10- J = C 
10l2 -

/For •••• 

8. 6 

8.8 
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• 
Zero Reading , " De;flected , 1 D;i.ffeirenc ~ . 

~ !._k:.' ' Ill '1 Distance Mean · "fOr ·-·-Mean .uean "Theoretical ·- Experimental 
Reading of Difference Difference Difference .,1 attenuation of attenuation of 
Galva beam due to wall beam due to wall 

~ 1 thickness of the thickness of the 
two chambers two chambers 

ems. ems. ems. ems. ems. ems. ems. % % 
30 .o 11.2 -18.9 30.1 

11.8 -18.6 30.4 29.3 5.413 0.185 

11.2 -17.1 28.3 
40.0 5.1 22.8 17.7 

4.9 22.8 17.9 17.8 4.219 0.238 

5.9 23.1 17.7 
50 .o 12.4 22.9 10.5 

12.9 22.9 10 .o 10.4 3.225 0.311 

12.7 23.4 10.7 

12.7 23.1 10.4 
60 .o 16.2 23.1 6.9 

15.7 22.8 1 .l 7.1 2.665 0.377 
16.3 22.9 6.6 

15.9 23 .6 1.1 - ---- ~- · -

S M A L L C H A M B E R 
30 .o 15.8 -15.6 31.4 

16.1 -15.2 31.3 31.2 5.586 0.179 5.8% 6.5% 
15.7 -15.5 _3_1.2 

40 .o 16.5 - 0.9 17.4 
16.7 - 0.1 16.8 17.1 4.135 0.242 5.8% 1.0% 
16.2 - 1.1 17.3 

50 .o 18.1 6 .6 11.5 

17.9 7.4 10.5 11.1 3.332 0.300 5.8% 6.8% 
18.5 7.2 11.3 

60 .o 18.7 11.1 1.6 

17.0 8.7 8.3 7.6 2.757 0.363 5.8% 7.6% 
I 17.4 9.6 1.8 I I 

' 
-·~-~ L , ______ _ 
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~ . • TABULAT!O:H 2b 
.. 

DATE _ 24/ll/61 READINGS FOR INVERSE SQUARE LAW CHECK USING RA, CO, TA, SOURCES (BIG CHAMBER) . 

Distance ·zero Reading Deflected Galva Difference Mean Difference Mean Difference Mean Difference 
Reading ems. ·ems . ems. ·ems . oms. ems. oms. 

I I I I 

Ra Co Ta Ra Co T-a Ra .. Co Ta Ra Co -Ta .Ra Co .Ta Ra C.o T.a 

15 .o -1 5.6 20 .9 36.5 35.6 5 .967 0.168 
-15.6 -15.6 19.4 - 9.3 35 .o 6 .3 6 .3 \ 2.510 0.398 
-15.6 -1 5.6 20 .o -10.4 35 .6 5.2 5 .2 2.280 0.439 

20 .o -1 5 .5 5 .4 20.9 

-15.7 -15.6 5 .7 -12.1 21.4 3.5 21 .4 4.626 0.217 
-1 5.7 -15.7 -15.8 5.7 -12.1 -12.7 21.4 3 .6 3.1 3.6 1.897 0.531 

-1 5.7 -12.6 3.1 3 .1 1.761 0.568 
- I 

25 .o - 15.7 -1.8 13.9 13.9 3.728 0.269 
-15.7 -15.6 -13.3 14.0 2.3 2.3 1.517 0.665 
-15.6 -1 5.6 -13.65 13.9 1.95 1.95 1.396 0.722 

28 .6 -18 .o -17.5 -18.0 -8.6 -15 .7 - 16.7 9.4 1.8 1 .3 9 .6 3 .098 0.324 
-17.8 -17.7 -18 .1 -8.7 -16.0 -16.8 9 .1 1 .7 1 .3 1 .8 1 .342 0.747 
-17.9 -18 .o -17 .9 - 8 .3 -16.2 -16 .7 9.6 1.8 1.2 1 .3 p_ .o 9 5 0.9 22 
-17.9 - 8 .2 9.7 

I 
' 

I 
I I I ' I 

.' ;..;; 



,0 
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0 
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] 
e · 

Ra 

Mean energy of 'o rays = 0 .84 Mev. (Morgan and corrigan P~ 196) 

The attenuation of the beam follo ws the law. 

Io = Id e ,.._.d-. 

As the thick chamber was used for these readings d = 1 em . 

From the graph for photon energy 0 .84 Mev. 

absorption coefficient- 0 .113 

So 1 X 0 .113 e = 1 .119 

So the read ings for Ra have to be multiplied by factor 1 .119 

Distance Mean deflected Correc tion for 
galva rea ding attenuation of 

beam 

ems . ems . ems . 

15 .o 35 .6 39 .S 

20 .o 21 .4 23 .9 

25 .0 13 .9 15 . 5 

28 .6 9 .6 10 .7 

-· 

. 

• 



• .J 

r, 111o "' 1 

6o 
Co 

Distance 

ems . 

15 .o 

20 .o 

25.0 

28 .6 

60 
Mea n energy of Co (( ' rays = 1 . 25 Mev . (Morgan and corr~n PO 196) 

Io = Id e r-ck · 

d = 1 em . 

From the g raph for photon en ergy 1 . 25 Mev . 

So 0 .092 e 

~ - 0 .092 

1 .094 

So the readings for co
60

have to be multiplied by the f a ctor 1 .094 

S t rength of Ra sourc e = 5 me . (from B - 2) chamber) 

6o ~ Strength of Co source- 0 . 575 me. (from B - v chamber) 

FORMULA RATIO OF K FACTOR (Ra) = Readin~ for Ra X Stren~th o f c o
60

source 
Co Read i n g for Co S t reng t h of Ra source 

Cov 
Mean deflected Correction for Rati o Multiplication 
galvo reading attenuation of Readin~ for Ra factor accounting 

the bea m Reading for Co for difference in 
sourc e strengths. 

ems . 

6 . 3 6 .9 5 . 77 0.115 

3 . 6 3 . 9 6 . 1 2 0 . 115 

2 .3 2 . 5 6 . 20 0.11 5 

1.8 2 .o 5.35 0.115 

.... 

.W. I._ ,!!.L - ~.~-1 • ...~.. ..... '-' -~..r;"'" JY;' ~~,~ 

Experimental ratio Theoretica l ra tio 
of K factors of K factor 

K factor Ra K factor Ra . 
K factor Co K factor Co 

0.663 0 . 610 

0 . 704 0 . 610 

0 . 713 0 . 610 

0 . 615 0 . 610 

- -- -

• 
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Mean energy of Ta c/ rays ~3 Mev, (Morga n a nd corrigan P~96) 
' Ta 

TABULATI ON 5b 

Io = Id e f'A J 

d - l em . 

From the graph for photon energy 1.13 Mev. ~ 0 .096 

So e0 •096 = 1.1008 

So all the readings for Ta have to be multipl ied by the factor 1.1008 

Strength of Ra s ource 5 em. (from B ( chamber) 

S trength of Ta source 0.9 3 me. (from B- ~ cha mber). 

-
FORMULA RATIO OF K FACTORS ( Ra ) = Reading for Ra X S tr en~th of Ta sou r c e 

Ta Reading for Ta Strength of Ra s ource 

Distance Ta Correction for Rati o Multiplication Experimental Theoretical ratio 
Mea n deflected attenuation of Readin~ for Ra factor accounting ratio of K of K factors 
galvo rading the bea m Reading for Ta for difference in factors K factor Ra 

s ource strength K factor Ra K factor Ta 
K factor Ta 

ems. ems. ems. 

15 .o 5.2 5 .7 6.98 0.186 1.30 1.36 

20 .o 3 .l 3.4 7 .oo 0.186 1.30 1.36 
I 

25 .o 1.9 2 .1 7.38 • 0.186 1.37 1.36 

28.6 l 1,2 
1.~ 8.23 .I 0.186 1.53 1.36 

I --- - - - - - -- - --- - --- -- -- -- - --- - - - · ----

r • - l 
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CALCULATIOl\f OF STRE1TGTH OF 1I32 SOURCE. 

From Formula 6 Pg. 17 
Part 11. 

K factor a· Ra = 8,3 r/mc/hr/1 em. 

K factor of 1I32 = 12,1 r/mc/hr/1 em. 

Strength of Ra source = 5,00 me. 

Strength of 1I32 sample = 1 

= y 

Reading on I.e. of Ra source = 17,5 

Reading on I.e. of 1I32 sample = 6,1 

s132 ~ strength of 1I32 in me. So X :: Rx -x. Y x. Ky 

Ry ~ JSc 

Time 1541 hrs. = 
(1) s132 = 6,1 x 8,3 x 5,oo me. = 1,195 me. 

17,5 X 12,1 

Reading on I.e. of Ra source = 17,3 

Reading on I,C. of 1I32 sample:: 5,3 

Time 1605 hrs. 

( 2) 5,3 x 8,3 x 5,00 me. = 1,051 me. 
17,3 X 12,1 

Reading on I.e. of Ra source = 17.1 

Readi. ng on I.e, of 1I32 sample= 4.5 

Tin:e 1626 hrs. = 
(3) s132 : 4.5 x 8,3 x 5,oo me. • 0.902 me. 

17,1 X 12,1 

.,. 
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CORRECTivNS FOK DECAY. 

A .small portion of this particular sample was put in 

a well-type scintillation counter which was connected to a pulse 

height analys~ • The spectrum obtained showed that the sample 

was practically pure 1132 , so on the follovring calculations a 

half life of 2.26 hrs. was used. 

Formula. 

N = 1\fo 
--At" 

e 

:& 0.693 = 
Tt 

0.693 - 0.3066 
2.26 hrs. 

!£ = 0.3066t (t in Hrs.) 
lf 

As we wish to calibrate the fJ -'if chamber} the time when 

the 1I32 srunple was put in is taken as our reference time i.e. 

1535 hrs. 

Strength of sample 1I32 at 1541 hrs. = 1.195 mC. 

Required to calculate the strength of sawple at 1535 hrs. 

t 1To 1Tx 100 
hrs. 3066t lT ' No 

0.10 0.0307 1.031 96.99 

0.50 0.1533 1.166 85.78 

0.85 0.2606 1.354 77.03 

(1) Time difference = 6 mins. (1541 - 1535) 

= 0.1 hrs. 

(at 1535) = 1.195 = 1.23 me. 
96.99 7. 

... , 

,, 
' 

1 

" 
.1 

.J, 



(2). time difference ~ 30 mins. (1605 - 1535) 

=. 0,5 hrs, 

So 8132 (at 1535) ~ 1,051 : 1,225 mC, 
85,78 

(3) time difference ~51 mins. (1626 - 1535) 

= 0,85 hrs. 

So s 132 (at 1535) = o.902 ~ (~) me. 
77.03 

Average reading at 1535 hrs ... 1,225 me. u 

Reading of 1I32 sample in {J -l( cham'te r a.t 

1535 hrs. ~ 6.8 divs. (range 3) 

So the calibration of the (J. -0 chamber for 1I32 

.::: 6,8 
1,225 = 5,55 divs/mC. (range 3) 

---- _________ ,- -~-- ·----·- .,. -·-· 
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1 n'f!f:e· v 

CALIHRAT!ON OF 1132 
ON f' ... :"J 

I ~ C.ALC~ATI ONS I c 

CHAMJ3E~. 

1I32 distilled at 1528 hrs. -~ 1534 hrs. on 25/11/61. 

Time:distille d sample was placed on (2 ->.5 cllamber was 1535 hrs. 

Reading of 1132 sample on ~ -lS chamber ~ 6.9 di vs. (range 3) 

; 675 divs. (range 2) 

Readng of Ra on r- 0 chamber = 19.7 divs.(range 3) 

READil\fGS USING AIR-WALL C.ARBON IONIZATIOl\f CHAI>J3ER (I.e.). 

The 1132 sample was placed 30 ems. from the centre of the I.e. 

TheRa sample wasplaced 30 ems. from the centre of the I.e. 

Ra 

Zero Differ- Time :U:ean Date Deflect- Zero Differ-
read- ence of time ed read- Reading ence 

Time 
of 

ing on ing on read- ing on on Galva read-
~Galva Galva ing Galva Scale ing I 

Sc. Scale Scale 
ems · ems. ems. hrs. hrs. ems. ems. ems. hrs. 

1539 25tb 
- 11.4 - 17.8 6.1 1542 1541 Hov. o.o - 17.5 17.5 1543 

1961 

1603 j 

- 12.5 - 17.8 5.3 1607 1605 II _o.6 - 17.9 17.3 160.8 

1623 
• 13.6 - 18.1 4.5 1629 1626 " -1.2 - 18.3 17.1 1623 

' 

READINGS ON p- (f CHA!D{R (25/11/61). 

Ra 

~jzero Deflect- Difference Time 
ed read-

f 

Range Zero Deflect- D~'f- Time 
read- ed read- ert.nce ' ing ing ing 

divs. dive. divs. hrs. divs. divs. C.ivs hrs. 

3 o.o 6.9 6.9 1535 3 o.o 19.7 19.7 1536 

2 o.o 675 675 1535 3 o.o 20.0 20.0 1631 

3 o.o 5.1 5.1 1631 

2 o.o 510 510 1632 

I 

'J 

I • 
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SOJJE ClillCK CALCULATI OliS. 

Check the decay time using 

Reading of 1I32 sanple on 

5.1 di vs. (range 3) • 

p-r 
fJ-o 

chamber. 

chamber ct 1631 hrs. = 

Reading of 1I32 sauple on f3-- Y charner at 1535 hrs. = 

... J.14--Q,._~ivs. Jx_a..~'-, ... """'"'"'" .. ' ., 
time difference {;1.631 - 1535) = 56 mins • 

' 
. :. 0.9333 hrs. 

In that time the 1I32 has dec)~ed 
75,13% of its original s~ _ _,_,., ...... _,_ ..... ,"_. 

-........ I _..J.....,,__ J 
so using the rading at 1631 hrs. i.e. 5.1 divs. the' 'I"€A.cUllg 

at 1535 hr s. should 1::e 

~, _Q.l : 6.78 divs • 
. .../."'- 75.13 
uliich shows (a) the sample is fairly pure; 

(b) the (1-~ chamber is readir:g correctly. 

'· 

. ~., 

~: (1) The last reading ~ 1626 hrs. on the I.e. shows poor 

correlation with the previous two radings because at this time the 

I.e. was behaving erratically and the reading of 4.5 is not 

very conclusive. Also the relative error at this low level is 

considerably higher. 

~: (2) If the f) -(f chamber was air equivalent then we 

could use the following calculation -

Reading af Ra on (1 "')' chamber : 20 di vs. (range 3) 

strength of Ra .:Gnc. 
So specific activity 4 divs/mC if 

it were air equivalent then the 1I32 readi. ng would be as follo 

s132 : 4 X 12,1 ~ 1,46 X 4: 5,84 divs/mC. 
8,3 

which shows that the (3 - ;y chamb:er is !1Qi air e<F i valent. 

t ' 

.. 




